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Preface 
This document is addressed to computer-aided metalwork research and development 
interests. Areas of relevance include high performance machining, surface engineering, and 
manufacturing process design. Applications can be found in the aerospace and biomedical 
industries, custom and monolithic part design, and high material removal rates. The findings 
presented herein can be used to develop better strategies for rapidly machining thin features 
in aluminum while maintaining finished surface integrity. 
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Nomenclature 
    D, R, Rr, Rz - Parametric radial dimensions of the end mill  
   ?, ? - Parametric angles of the end mill  
    h - Cutting edge height from tool tip  
    r(z) - Radial coordinate of a cutting edge 
     - Vector from tool center to cutting edge  
    P - A cutting point on cutting edge  
    X, Y, Z - Global stationary coordinate 
    xj, yj, zj - Coordinates of point P, which is in cutting  
    Mr, Nr - Radial offsets of the end mill profile  
    Mz, Nz - Axial offsets of the end mill profile  
    ?(z)- Cutting edge position angle at level z on the XY plane  
  - Total angular rotation of flute j at level z on the XY plane  
    - Rotation angle of cutting edge  
    - Pitch angle of flute j  
    - Chip thickness at a cutting point specified by (ψ,φ,z) 
    stj- Feed per tooth for tooth j (stj=(feedrate/n)(φpj/2π))  
    i(z) - Helix angle  
    l - Lead value for constant lead  
    dz - Differential height of the chip segment  
    dFr, dFt, dFa - Differential tangential, radial and axial forces  
    Ktc, Krc, Kac - Cutting force coefficients in tangential, radial and axial directions  
    Kte, Kre, Kae - Edge force coefficients in tangential, radial and axial directions  
    [T] - Transformation matrix for the cutting forces  
    a - Axial depth of cut  
    Fx, Fy, Fz - Force components in X, Y, and Z directions  
    Nf - Number of flutes  
    n - Spindle speed  
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Abstract 
Current trends in high-speed machining aim to increase manufacturing efficiency by 
maximizing material removal rates and minimizing part cycle times. This project explores the 
process of thin-wall machining and related technologies for rapid production of custom 
machined parts. First a reliability analysis of high-speed machining of thin features is 
presented experimentally. While carrying out these exercises, on-demand manufacturing is 
investigated with emphasis on flexibility and automation. Coupled with efficient machining, 
innovative manufacturing cell design is used to drive costs down by optimizing material and 
information flow. The resulting high-speed on-demand machining cells employ effective 
techniques to reduce production time, meet changing customer needs, and drive down costs. 
The first goal of this project is to assess high-speed machining strategies for creating 
thin-wall features in aluminum. This is achieved through iteration and by varying the spindle 
speed, feed, depth of cut and tool paths. Very thin walls are first cut using a simple end mill 
and vertical machine tool and the machined walls and floors are measured with a scanning 
laser microscope. Second, on-demand manufacturing techniques are explored for rapid 
production and mass customization. The harmony of computer aided manufacturing software 
and powerful machine tools can be used to automate both repetitive and unique tasks. Finally, 
highly flexible machine cells are explored. The most successful cells can accommodate 
machining jobs in which each output part is unique. The concepts of designing for 
manufacture and adaptive control are emphasized to realize these goals. 
The results of the experimentation in this project yield a 0.017-inch minimum wall 
thinness in aluminum. It is found that surface finish can be controlled using experience, 
iterations, and predictive CAM software assistance. Due to the vibration and deflection of 
thin walls exposed to cutting forces, extreme chatter and part failure are observed. 
Recommendations are given for automating on-demand single part customization by using 
the history of parameter variation to predict untested cutting condition combinations. This 
advanced manufacturing style can be achieved with tightly integrated hardware and software 
systems.
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Chapter 1. The Motivation for the Project 
1. Introduction 
The driving interest for this project is to explore systems for satisfactorily producing 
custom, specialized machined parts with an emphasis on rapid order fulfillment. The first goal of 
this project is to assess high-speed machining strategies for creating thin-wall features in 
aluminum. This is achieved through iteration and by varying spindle speed, cutting feed, depth of 
cut, and tool paths. Very thin walls were first cut using a simple end mill and vertical machine 
tool and then the surfaces were measure with a scanning laser microscope. Second, on-demand 
manufacturing techniques are explored for rapid production and mass customization. The 
harmony of computer aided manufacturing software and powerful machine tools can be used to 
automate both repetitive and unique tasks. Finally, highly flexible machine cells are explored. 
The most successful cells can accommodate machining jobs in which each output part is unique. 
The concepts of designing for manufacture and adaptive control are emphasized to realize these 
goals. 
This report is organized into eight chapters with accompanying appendices and additional 
digital materials. In Chapter 1 the motivation for exploring high-speed and on-demand 
manufacturing are introduced. Chapter 2 outlines the importance and requirements for rapid 
manufacturing technologies. Chapter 3 introduces a case study for customized medical implant 
devices with single part runs. Chapter 4 contains background research and discussion of an 
existing knowledge base starting with machining topics including tooling, tool types, and 
geometry. Next, basic cutting mechanics are introduced including, speed, feed, and depth of cut. 
Third, machine tools, computer numerical control, and fixturing background is given. Then the 
relationships between basic machining processes, rapid prototyping, and highly flexible 
manufacturing systems are discussed. Chapter 5 briefly discloses the business fundamentals for 
achieving strong customer relationships through highly responsive, on-demand manufacturing 
techniques. Chapter 6 represents the iterative experimentation approach used to create thin 
features in aluminum. Though each of the experiments utilizes different sample designs, they 
combine the challenging machining tradeoffs with high spindle speeds, cutting feeds, deep depth 
of cuts. The aluminum thin-wall sample parts are machined on a vertical machining center with 
widely varied cutting parameters and tool path strategies. An ultra-thin 0.017 in. wall was 
achieved with moderate surface finish. Chapters 7 follows the experimentation with a description 
2 
of typical adaptive machining workflow and considerations for applying high-speed principles 
regularly in industry. Finally, chapter 8 includes a discussion of the important types of powerful 
hardware technologies and software systems available to tightly integrate end-to-end on-demand 
manufacturing. Recommendations are made for simplifying mass-customization through strong 
design for manufacture principles and modular fixtures for part families. The combinations of 
these technologies can be used to automate rapid setup and changeover whereby pushing 
machine tools to make the fastest, most aggressive cuts possible. Appendices are included at the 
end of the report where appropriate. 
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Chapter 2. The Engineering Aspects of the Project 
2.1 Introduction 
In order to realize the benefits of new, flexible techniques, manufacturers must adopt a 
customer-centric mindset that places value and satisfaction at the forefront. Customers must in 
turn design their products for manufacture. A strong communication layer is the first step toward 
efficient information flow between designers, manufacturers, and customers. In the high 
technology sector products change more rapidly then ever before. Firms rush to bring more 
diverse products to market. Machined components are advantaged over other manufacturing 
types because they can be adjusted my means of a computer numerical control (CNC) program. 
Mass customization can be achieved on production runs as small as a single part. High-speed on-
demand machining offers significant flexibility benefits over mold- and die- based production 
where retooling costs are high. 
2.2 The Need for High-Speed Machining 
Today’s high-speed machine tools can achieve spindle speeds of over 60,000 RPM and 
axis feeds of over 4,000 ipm [28]. High-speed machining (and high-velocity machining, when 
referring to high feed rate) is considered to be the most significant advancement in the industry 
since computer numerical control, per Figure 1a. Increasingly powerful spindles, coupled with 
likewise powerful axis feed drives allow machines to be pushed harder, remove material faster, 
and complete parts in record time. According to one author in 2004, “in addition to high spindle 
speeds, high-velocity machining involves high feed rates (600 ipm and up), high rapid traverse 
rates to reduce non-cutting time, high acceleration and deceleration rates, and fast tool changes. 
To meet these requirements, special bearings, motors, highly responsive servo systems, spindle 
cooling techniques, and rapid chip removal techniques [continue to] be developed” [48]. In 
practice, machine tools are often used below ideal speeds to avoid product surface finish errors. 
It is desirable to know the greatest material removal rate that will result in an acceptable surface 
finish so that the machining operations can be completed as quickly as possible. 
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(a) 
(b)    
Figure 1. High-Speed Machining Trends [48]. 
 
Monolithic parts are important in the aerospace and biomedical industries because they 
allow production of lightweight multi-featured structures from a single work piece as in Figure 
2b. “Webs are the thin structures created at the face of the end mill, as opposed to ribs, which are 
the thin structures created at the periphery of the end mill. High speed machining of parts with 
thin ribs and webs from a solid work piece is a rapidly developing machining technology. Using 
high speed machining, it is now frequently possible to replace complicated and expensive sheet 
metal assemblies with functionally equivalent, lighter and less expensive monolithic structures” 
[40]. “The one-piece aluminum structural components used in aerospace craft are ‘hogged,’ or 
carved from large sections of metal. These parts are stronger, lighter, … are less expensive, … 
can be finished so smoothly that … no additional finishing work is needed” [48]. Despite the 
challenges in producing them, such parts can approach 5-10% of the original material volume. 
The results of this project characterize the surface finish of sample parts under varied cutting 
conditions with a focus on high-speed milling of thin-walled features. Different parameters 
including depth of cut, spindle speed, cutting direction and material were controlled to determine 
the resulting surface finishes. 
2.3 On-Demand Manufacturing 
Officially, “On Demand Manufacturing” is the name of one specific company that uses 
processes by the same name. Since the company holds the rights to that specific spelling and 
capitalization, we will use “on-demand manufacturing” and later “on-demand machining” 
throughout the remainder of this document to refer to a set of broader concepts. Before we begin 
it is interesting to mention that very little of the literature mentions even the concept, regardless 
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of the company “On Demand Manufacturing (ODM), a new subsidiary of the Boeing Company 
(June 2002), has purchased an initial two Vangard selective laser sintering system for use in the 
rapid fabrication of complex, hard-to-manufacture parts. In the past, prototype services have 
made small runs of production or replacement parts using rapid prototyping technologies. But 
ODM is the first company to eschew prototype manufacturing and instead focus on short-run 
production parts for industrial applications” [33].  
For our purposes, on-demand manufacturing can be defined as the process of creating 
products as soon as they are requested. Ideally, the manufacturing course of action begins 
immediately after the customer places an order. Included in the order are defined geometry and 
properties of the desired part or assembly. Though ODM pioneered additive and formed sintering 
of powdered materials, we continue with our attention toward on-demand machining of metals 
and composites (primarily aluminum). Today, on-demand machining seems to be rarely 
implemented so several points must be highlighted to further understand the niche-like demeanor 
of this manufacturing approach. Foremost among them are the challenges of implementation and 
associated costs. 
In it’s purest sense, an ideal on-demand machining situation occurs when a customer 
requests a part and in the same instant a machine tool spins up and begins to cut it. Of course, the 
complexities of that theoretical “instant” are enormous especially when each customer orders 
something completely different. In a perfect machining cell, the system can consistently output 
uniquely designed zero-defect parts while operating under all of the most optimized conditions. 
Managing these impossibilities coupled with the infinite inputs and outputs of such a system is 
no doubt a daunting task. 
The approach is certainly only useful for a select few firms, yet the case for manufacture-
to order production is nonetheless compelling. Vollmann describes four styles of manufacturing:  
1. Invention - Strategy: Differentiation; produce unique or novel product through intellect and 
skill. 
2. Mass production - Strategy: Low costs; efficiency through stability and control.  
3. Continuous improvement - Strategy: Low costs; high quality; product quality through 
ongoing process innovation. 
4. Mass customization - Strategy: Low costs; customization; product innovation through 
flexible and stable process base [47]. 
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Indeed, any firm may employ each of these idealized classifications to varying extents. It 
is the fourth mode that we are most concerned with here. In general, mass customization refers to 
tailoring solutions to each customer’s needs. On the macro scale this includes building strong 
partnerships with customers and suppliers, and flexibly catering to the nuances of each. On the 
most complex or granular scale it may be that every finished product order is unique, wholly 
regardless of customer. That is to say each manufactured product that leaves the door is custom-
prepared to the customer’s specifications. This most difficult (and perhaps most interesting) case 
is the one we wish to address.  
2.4 General Design Philosophy 
Donald Norman’s book The Design of Everyday Things “hails excellence of design as the 
most important key to regaining the competitive edge in influencing consumer behavior” [34]. 
He uses common examples to compare existing products and illustrate excellent and poor design 
considerations. One opinion says that the book brings to light the fact that consumers continue to 
tolerate deficient products. It encourages consumers, producers, and designers of products to 
insist on quality designs, which are easy to use, useful, durable, easily approachable, and provide 
equal use for all. It can be argued that Norman’s primary goal in Design is to spark consumers 
into the realization they need not tolerate product designs whose quality is anything but excellent 
in the ways mentioned above. A thinking society can dictate which products will survive in 
markets. Using a modified trickle theory, this will force designers and producers to create high 
quality amenities.  
There are two costs for improvement in human-device interaction. The first is of course 
financial. This includes labor costs incurred by designers, costs for high quality materials, and 
manufacture specifications for tight tolerances and attention to ergonomic nuance. The second is 
ambition to pursue resources for improving existing and future designs [34]. In his chapter titled 
“Knowing What to Do,” Norman outlines the inherent need for clear and simple feedback and 
user functions [34]. Natural user interaction also applies to a device’s tolerance to error—
Norman argues that ideal products should continue to function regardless of some level of user 
error. 
Obviously it is known that poorly designed products exist in our society and continue to 
be manufactured, bought, and sold. Norman tries to address some possible reasons for this 
unfortunate truth. One possible reason is that “designers are not typical users [34].” It is possible 
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to have oversight when engineering a product when not approaching its use from the standpoint 
of an end user. Other potential concerns include design limitations for manufacture, life cycle, 
environment, etc. Designers should approach their creations on a ground level, as if they had 
never seen, heard of, or conceived of the product—and make it as if they were the object’s 
intended user. It is a sad fact that most of us passively tolerate poorly designed products while 
manufacturers continue to get away with lackluster attention to detail. 
2.5 Design Process 
The standard ten-stage design process and can be used as a guide to approaching almost 
any engineering challenge. Since the topics presented are diverse, the steps were carried out to 
varying extents. We begin by presenting a detailed theoretical use-case for on-demand 
technologies. Design needs are then identified from the example.  
1. Identify a need 
2. Research the background 
3. State the goal 
4. Develop functional task specifications 
5. Experimentation and iteration 
6. Modeling and analysis 
7. Select the best solution 
8. Detailed design 
9. Prototype and test 
10. Production 
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Chapter 3. Identifying a Need 
3.1 Introduction 
As markets become more saturated with new products, manufacturers must rise to the 
challenge of producing more individualized products for customers.  
3.2 High-Speed Machining in Biomedical Industries 
The medical industry is a thriving market and while “the definition of ‘medical 
machining’ may lack pinpoint precision … the broad-brush manufacturing sector does offer 
opportunities for machine shops beyond the production of implant devices and bone screws. 
Biotechnology is one example—and it is an industry segment that is burgeoning. In many cases, 
though, the exotic materials and micron-level features common to the latest biomedical devices 
present machining challenges” [29]. The list below contains some devices and components in 
biomedical industries that undergo machining operations [16]. 
• Manifolds   • Valve Adaptors   • Pumps   
• Flow Cells   • Check Valves   • Gears 
• Laparoscopes   • Cleaning/Wash Blocks  • Scope Components 
• Surgical Instruments  • Nozzles    • Centrifuge Parts 
• Endoscopes    • Mixing Chambers   • Surgical Tools 
• Transducers    • Blood Separators   • Nail Guides 
• Implantable devices  • Medication delivery systems 
3.2.1 Use Case: On-Demand Machining of Medical Implants 
An agile manufacturing model for on-demand machining for the medical industry is 
presented. The products made for the medical industry lie in two main genres. First, components 
that are produced en-masse. The second category of medical machining is single-part runs for 
individual patient specific needs. Often standard sizes are used but it is foreseeable that standard-
sized parts may not apply to all patients, calling for custom components. High-speed on-demand 
manufacture is important for medical implant devices due to the time-sensitive need to get the 
product to the patient. 
3.2.1.1 Rationale  
 Implementation of on-demand manufacturing can be applied to patient-specific 
implantable devices such as an artificial hip, shown X-rayed in Figure 2a. Classically, these 
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devices are make-to-stock items and the inventory of a hospital (or hospital supplier) may reflect 
expected need based on historical demand. Since these are likely ordered from a manufacturer in 
batches they accrue large time-dependant holding costs. When a patient requires a hip implant, it 
is pulled from local inventory, inspected, and surgery begins by preparing the body to receive the 
device. A problem stems from the inherent designs of on-hand artificial hips: they are all 
identical yet the patients receiving them may have different needs (see Figure 2b). For example 
the anatomical “fit” at the implant site in a child may be different from that of an adult. Likewise 
an athlete may require a differently (more robustly) designed hip implant than a geriatric patient. 
Furthermore individual bone geometries vary widely from person to person. On-demand 
manufacturing techniques could yield great benefit to hip implant recipients, implant designers, 
diagnosing medical professionals, surgeons, and suppliers. 
 
 
(a)     (b) 
Figure 2. Images of an Artificial CDM Hip Implant Hardware [6, 7]. 
 
3.2.1.2 Sample Workflow 
Let us consider an example workflow for providing a customized implant to a patient. 
The process begins with the “diagnosing doctor” first making anatomical measurements in a way 
that he or she is already familiar with. The science of inspecting the patient is well detailed in the 
medical literature but we will generalize by presenting assumptions here [36]. This medical 
professional is accustomed to making measurements of the implant site with manual tools such 
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as calipers or with electronic equipment such as X-ray images or computed tomography (CT) 
scans. An X-ray image of a successful hip joint replacement is shown in figure 3a. Three-
dimensional or projective geometry can be extracted from the latter methods. Figure 3b shows a 
three-dimensional virtual representation of a chest CT scan in the orthogonal cropping frame. 
The result of the measurements or digital representations produces a known spatial envelope into 
which the implant will be installed. This information can be integrated manually or with 
computer aid in the following step. 
 
 
(a)     (b) 
Figure 3. Internal Imaging Technologies [3, 31]. 
 
The goal is to take the measurements and manipulate them to alter a pre-defined 
parametric hip “base model.” These processes should be made transparent to the “diagnosing 
doctor,” i.e. he or she should not need to learn a new software system. Instead, he or she could 
manually input the critical measurements using a menu-driven software tool on his office 
computer or a touch-screen system in the diagnosing room. More complexly, the aforementioned 
digital scans could be converted to export geometry data so such a system.  
3.2.1.3 Parametric Modeling 
In our example a pre-existing three-dimensional “base model” has been created which 
closely resembles today’s “standard” artificial hips like the one shown in Figure 4a. The original 
design of this model is critical and deserves special attention here. Parametric modeling is of the 
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utmost importance for creating customized parts on-demand. For the moment assume the only 
the measurement provided is the basic dimension of the device’s “overall length.” By the doctor 
setting this length, the software should scale the digital model appropriately. Once the main 
extension of the hip is defined, the socket section can be scaled in proportion. Looking only at 
this single dimension we may understand it as a simple “zoom factor” for creating smaller 
implants for children, larger ones for adults. Furthering the example, perhaps the implant 
requires mounting holes like those shown in Figure 4b. Traditionally they may be located and 
sized in a standard way which forces accompanying bone screws to be placed likewise. If the 
doctor so chooses, he or she should be able to edit the “hole size” and “distance from end” 
parameters. 
 
 
(a)      (b) 
Figure 4. Classic and Modern Styles of Hip Prosthesis Hardware. 
3.2.1.4 Software Implementation 
The model complexity can quickly grow by the addition or more parameterized features. 
It is imperative that the original designer builds appropriate flexibility into the model. For 
example the radius of the ball socket must be allowed be scale independently of the main 
extension (as above). Moreover, a patient’s individual bone geometry may exhibit indentations 
or protrusions from “the norm” that should be accounted for. The rule-driven software should 
take the digital input spatial geometry and extract needs. These needs are then applied to the 
parameter-rich model using a library of scalable/customizable features. For example, assume the 
hip shank design is usually “smooth,” but the needs dictate an accommodating protrusion for 
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irregular bone attachment. The software should replace the smooth section of the model with a 
localized map generated from the measurement imaging. 
Again, the software in the diagnosing room workstation need not be a full-blown CAM 
system. Instead it only needs to know the measurement inputs and how to apply them to the part 
model’s parameters. Furthermore the computational load involved need not take place on the 
local computer; they can be offloaded to a remote system at the manufacturing facility. Once the 
doctor has completed tweaking the virtual design he or she completes his or her responsibility by 
pressing a “make implant” button. Instantly digital representations of the customer’s needs are 
transmitted via the Internet or intranet and received by a server at the manufacturing facility. 
This confirmation is the customer’s decouple point because it initiates a work-order to the 
manufacturer. The output from the hospital is either a set of parameter/value arrays (simple case) 
or a three-dimensional model of the expected product (complex case), depending on where the 
computational overhead is located. If the manufacturer can only produce a small number of 
different “base model” part designs, it may take responsibility for the computing resources. In 
this first case the firm expects value inputs from the customer for each parameter. As an 
oversimplified example, if “Base Product Model A” is a cube, the manufacturer allows 
customers to define the edge length, but nothing else. In this way the customer is relieved from 
having to output the cube’s design (geometry) to the manufacturer. The tradeoff is that the 
customer has no other control over the output, such as cutting off one corner. 
The alternative is allowing more control over custom parts by placing the design and 
computing overhead in the hands of the customer. Here the customer’s output to the 
manufacturer is a digital three-dimensional solid model. The manufacturer’s capabilities must be 
clearly communicated such as work envelope size, achievable tolerances, number of axes, and 
availability of specialty tooling. Design for manufacturer concepts are critical as the customer 
(hospital in the example) is responsible for creating and maintaining their library of parametric 
models. Again, the decouple point is the manufacturer’s acceptance of the solid model. 
3.2.2 On-Demand Medical Manufacturing 
We now direct our attention to the automated workflow at the medical manufacturing 
facility. Recall that under ideal conditions, on-demand machining immediately begins fabricating 
the product. Once the 3D model has been verified, tool paths must be generated. The software 
mechanisms for converting from CAD to CAM are omitted here for the sake of brevity. Most 
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standardized actions can be parameterized and scripted once a basic plan is in place. In the first 
(simple) case above, the manufacturer likely has tool paths pre-made for creating the “base 
model.” A software system then applies the input parameter variables directly to the preexisting 
tool paths. Classical CAM operations should not carried out by manufacturing engineers sitting 
at computer workstations. Instead, the software must incorporate powerful feature recognition 
and inference systems. As the software layer shares more responsibility for pre-process model 
checking, more advanced automated CAM systems will reduce the “time to first chip.”  
3.2.3 Recommendations 
Properly configured CAM-like software can interpret incoming needs and output 
customized plans-of-action for each part based on a rule-driven architecture. Tool path 
generation is perhaps the foremost activity here but tooling, fixture, and axis requirements are 
also checked. By example, the software should only assign jobs to machining centers with 
available capacity. Cutting tools should be selected from the known holdings of the firm’s tool 
library. Additionally, individual tools can be monitored, scheduled, and optimized to reduce 
movement of cutters between cells. Though tool-wear is outside the scope of this discussion, 
each tool’s total cut time can also be tracked in a database and automatically reordered. Cutting 
speeds and feeds should be optimized at every part position to yield the ideal (or customer-
defined) surface finish. Since the part geometry and work piece material are known, material 
removal rate can be calculated—from that the speed, feed, depth of cut and chip load can be 
extrapolated.  
Each of these interconnected elements requires considerable computational effort but 
optimizing each can yield amazing results. Within moments of the doctor transmitting “make 
implant” from his or her hospital computer, a machine tool at the remote facility spins up and 
begins cutting. Soon the lead-time to patient surgery can be reduced to just door-to-door 
transportation. Eventually the most state-of-the-art medical facilities may even have their own 
on-demand machining center. 
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Chapter 4. Research the Background 
4.1 Introduction 
Here we turn our attention from specific medical considerations to general machining. 
Machining is fundamentally a material removal process. When a cutting tool engages a work 
piece with sufficient force, the work material is deformed until a small piece is removed in the 
form of a chip. It can be said that the primary concern of machining is the removal of chips from 
work pieces and the types of surfaces they leave behind on their products. 
The umbrella of machining covers many types including turning, jet cutting and laser 
material removal. For simplicity the immediate interest is in parts produced on a vertical 
machining center (VMC). Traditional mills have three axes, which produce prismatic parts. 
Some modern equipment types have up to sixteen degrees of freedom for creating extremely 
complex geometries. Most researchers agree that after three prismatic and three rotational axes, 
additional degrees are termed redundant. 
4.2 Tooling 
A fundamental element of any machining system is the proper selection of tools for 
specific applications. Modern machine tools can store and automatically change tools on the fly 
(Figure 10). Cutting tools should be selected to meet several requirements. First, tools should 
exhibit the greatest possible rigidity. To achieve this, a large end mill diameter and short flute 
length are beneficial. End mill flute length should be only slightly greater than the maximum 
axial depth of cut required. To avoid excessive overhang of tool from the tool holder, a depth set 
screw (left hand thread) can be adjusted in the tool holder. A standard CAT-40 tool holder for a 
milling machine is pictured in figure 5a. Tools are stored in a magazine like the one in Figure 5b 
within the machine tool. To further maximize tool rigidity, the proper tool holder should be 
selected. For example, a “rigid tool holder” using collets is preferable. 
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(a)      (b) 
Figure 5. Tool Holding Equipment. 
4.2.1 Introduction to Cutting Tools 
The number and type of end mill cutting flutes requires careful consideration also. More 
flutes decrease space for chip ejection which can cause chips to be re-cut or develop unwanted 
built-up edges, reducing surface finish. Though a four-flute end mill yields poorer chip ejection 
than a two- or three-flute end mill, it gives a better surface finish and can reduce differential 
impact dynamics. When properly used, end mills with more flutes produce a better surface finish 
because the cutting surface is engaged more times per spindle revolution. In addition, additional 
flutes increase cutter rigidity due to their improved geometry and larger cross section. Finally, 
more cutting flutes allow faster table feed, which is important in high-speed machining [37]. 
There are two general classes of tools: single-point and multipoint tools. Single-point tools are 
most commonly used in turning operations and will be discussed separately. Multipoint tools are 
primarily found in drilling, milling, and related operations. 
4.2.2 General Nomenclature of Cutting Tools 
All tools have cutting edges that contact the work piece. The geometries of cutting edges 
and their abilities are numerous. Some are described below. As a rule, single-point tools have 
one cutting edge in contact with the work piece at a time. They may or may not rotate in a 
spindle. It is most common for the work piece to move relative to the cutting edge in single-point 
operations. The primary application of single-point fixed tools is turning, in which the tool post 
generally moves in 2 axes with the work piece rotating in a spindle. Boring tools are examples of 
single-edge cutting tools that create large circular profiles. 
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4.2.3 End Mills 
"A variety of helical end mill geometry is used in the milling operations. Simple 
cylindrical helical end mills are used in peripheral milling of prismatic parts. Straight and helical 
ball end mills that are widely used in machining sculptured die and aerospace part surfaces, and 
bull nosed cutters produce the periphery of parts meeting with the bottom floor with fillets 
(Figure 7b). Tapered helical end mills are used in five axis machining of jet engine compressors, 
and form cutters are used to open complex profiles such as turbine blade carrier rings. A classical 
approach in the literature has been to develop milling mechanics models for each cutter shape. 
Therefore, mechanics and dynamics models developed individually for face [1], cylindrical [2, 3, 
4 and 5], ball end [6, 7 and 8] and tapered ball end mills [9] have been reported in the literature. 
Ehmann et al. [10] summarized the overview of past research in the mechanics and dynamics of 
milling, which were mainly specific to standard end and face milling cutters. A generalized 
mechanics and dynamics model that can be used to analyze any cutter geometry is therefore 
required to analyze the variety of end mill shapes used in the manufacturing industry" [4] (Figure 
7a). A variety of standard end mills are pictured below in Figures 6 and 7. 
 
(a)    (b) 
Figure 6. Standard End Mills. 
 
Most tools use some type of tool holder as a means of rigid attachment between the tool 
and the machine's tool post or spindle. Standardized interconnectivity between tools, tool 
holders, and machine tools allow for flexible tooling systems. Desirable results are best achieved 
by keeping tool holders clean during installation and cool during machining. Proper tool holder 
selection is an important concern for maximum rigidity and best performance. While drill chucks 
are used in low volume job shops, it is not uncommon for drills to be used in collets and rigid 
tool holders in high production drill centers. 
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(a)      (b) 
Figure 7. Common End Mill Geometry. 
4.2.4 Turning Tools 
"In general, when a tool is applied to a work piece, its motion relative to the work piece 
has two components: 
   1. The motion resulting from the primary motion of the machine tool, which can be called the 
primary motion of the tool. 
   2. The motion resulting from the feed motion of the machine.  
The resultant of these two tool motions is called the resultant cutting motion"[1]. 
4.2.5 Boring Tools 
Boring operations are used to create holes in large work pieces with tight cylindricity 
tolerances (Figure 15). In turning applications boring bars can be used on work pieces at the tool 
post or tailstock for shallow and deep boring, respectively. In milling operations boring tools can 
be inserted into the spindle and run at relatively low speeds to create specific circular features. 
Boring tools can yield high cylindricity with concentric (turned or turned-like) surface finish. 
Today's NC controlled milling systems can also achieve perfect circles with end mills. Long tool 
shanks and holders in single-point boring setups often reduce system rigidity. A boring head with 
R8 shank is picture in Figure 8. Unless specific care is taken to meet overriding inside surface 
requirements, aggressive cantilevered boring tools are not recommended. 
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Figure 8. Boring Head on R8 Shank. 
4.2.6 Other Single-Point Tools 
Tapered single-flute countersinks are best classified here also since they have only one 
cutting edge forming chips at a time. They can be used in a lathe tailstock or any mill/drill 
spindle. There is a class of material removing tools called shapers. Shapers can form horizontally 
axed contours using a single-point tool. They use tooling similar in form to sharp lathe cutters, 
often with vertical tool holders. The tool post moves in a rectangular path using a quick-return 
mechanism. The work piece is held in a vice on a standard X- and Y-axis machine table. Moving 
the head position height controls the vertical Z-axis. Shapers are only useful for working soft 
materials in small batches. The shaping class of machine tools includes planers or planing 
machines. Similar to woodworking planers, these perform the primary operation of making raw 
bar stock square or parallel [2]. Traditionally, twist drills are one of the most common metal-
cutting tools. They have 2 helical flutes, or cutting edges [3]. A special hollow drill for applying 
coolant directly to the cutting point is pictured in Figure 9. Figures 10a and 10b illustrate modern 
digital boring bars (wireless and DigiBore, respectively). 
4.2.7 Advanced Tooling 
 
Figure 9.  A Through-Coolant Drill [48]. 
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(a)   (b) 
Figure 10. Adjustable Boring Bars [48. 50]. 
4.3 Cutting Mechanics - Milling 
Feed direction against cutting force, work piece tends to be pulled up, starts by cutting 
very thin layer of material, and reduces tool life and cutting stability by rubbing but surface 
condition does not affect tool life. A simple illustration is given in Figure 11a. The force vectors 
of conventional milling are pictured in Figure 11b. 
 
(a)      (b) 
Figure 11. Diagrams of Conventional "Up" Milling. 
4.3.1 Climb (“Down”) Milling 
Cutting starts at work piece surface, work piece tends to be pushed down, and causes 
high impact forces can cause backlash. The chip formation is illustrated in figure 12a. The next 
figure shows the direction of tooth travel, parameters, and the surface created by climb milling. 
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(a)     (b) 
Figure 12. Illustrations of Climb "Down" Milling. 
4.3.2 Factors Influencing Cutting Processes 
Continuous chip: Good surface finish; steady cutting forces; undesirable in automated 
machinery. 
Built-up edge chip: Poor surface finish; thin stable edge can protect tool surfaces. 
Discontinuous chip: Desirable for ease of chip disposal; fluctuating cutting forces; can affect 
surface finish and cause vibration and chatter. 
Temperature rise: Influences tool life, particularly crater wear, and dimensional accuracy of 
work piece; may cause thermal damage to work piece surface. 
Tool wear: Influences surface finish, dimensional accuracy, temperature rise, forces, and power. 
Machinability: Related to tool life, surface finish, forces and power. 
Cutting Fluids: Removes heat from the cutting area, helps ejects chips, keeps cutting elements 
lubricated. 
4.3.3 Cutting Conditions 
 Cutting conditions refer to the set of input parameters used to produce a machining cut. 
Some of these are used in a macro sense, such as speed, which is an average spindle speed. In 
reality, the differential speed element could be measured at any instant. Likewise, the exact 
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temperature and lubricity of the drops of cutting fluid used to make a particular chip could 
theoretically be known, but are almost never in practice. Rather, we use models. 
4.3.3.1 Feed 
Feed is given by 
  
 
where f is feed per tooth, v is linear speed (feed rate) and n is number of teeth. 
4.3.3.2 Cut Time 
 
Cutting time t is given by  
 
 
where l is the length of cut, lc is the location of cutter first contact and v is feed rate. Time can 
also be found by  
 
where ?h is total height of material to be removed, w is work piece width of cut and ? is cutter 
overlapping factor. The effective cutting width/tool diameter is D. 
4.3.3.3 Feed Rate 
Feed rate is given by Vf = fnN where Vf is feed rate, f is feed in inches per revolution per tooth, n 
is number of teeth, and N is the rotational speed of the cutter. 
4.3.3.4 Speed 
Linear cutting speed is given by  
 
where V  is speed in feet per minute, D is tool diameter in inches, and N is tool rotation speed. 
The machine spindle should always be used below the defined threshold during normal 
use. Interesting results could be found by tracing spindle load feedback at specific points of 
interest during cutting. Second, more accurate cutting force calculations can be gained by using a 
dynamometer. This instrument can be mounted to the machine tool table and vice to show multi-
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axis forces during cutting. This data could be logged and matched similar to the spindle and table 
servos. 
Orthogonal cutting: rake angle, relief angle, shear zone, shear plane, shear angle, cutting ratio 
Chip control: chip breakers, chip breaking machining strategy, cutting temperatures 
4.3.3.5 Cutting fluids 
• Use (flood, mist, etc.) 
• Selection 
• Minimizes tool wear 
• Chip removal 
• Improves surface finish 
• Reduces forces and energy consumption 
• Reduces thermal distortion  
• Direction of coolant 
• Programmable coolant  
4.3.4 Generalized Geometric Model of Milling Cutters 
 
Figure 13. General End Mill Geometry. 
 
"The cutter parameters D, R, Rr, Rz, α, β, and h are shown in Figure 13. The generalized 
parametric statement can define a variety of face and helical end mill shapes used in industry as 
shown in [the figure]. These seven geometric parameters are independent of each other, but with 
geometric constrains to create mathematically realizable shapes. A helical cutting edge is 
wrapped around the end mill envelope as shown in Figure 15. The mechanics of cutting require 
the identification of coordinates, the local cutting edge geometry, chip load, and the three 
differential cutting forces (dFa, dFr, dFt) at cutting points (i.e. P) along the cutting edge. Point P 
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has elevation z, radial distance r(z) on the XY plane, axial immersion angle κ(z) and radial lag 
angle ψ(z). The axial immersion angle is defined as the angle between the cutter axis and normal 
of helical cutting edge at point P. The radial lag angle is the angle between the line, which 
connects the point P to the cutter tip on the XY plane and the cutting edge tangent at the tip of the 
cutter. The coordinates of P are defined by vector Image in cylindrical coordinates."[3] In Figure 
12, the lines OM and SN are not necessarily tangent to the corner arc at points M and N. If the 
lines are tangent to the arc, then the outer surface of the cutter will be continuous through out the 
three segments, or else the surface will be discontinuous so as the helix angle. 
The radial offset at elevation z and the axial immersion angle in the three zones (Figure 
13). These are the cone, arc, and taper zones. The three zones define the profile of the end mill. 
Use of this generalized model provides a method for geometrically defining any fluted end mill 
geometry. It may be easily adapted to indexable tools also. For common end mill profiles such as 
the square (or cylindrical) end mill, the arc zone may be assumed a perfect right angle. This 
simplification is often quite reasonable and lessens calculation efforts. In specialized applications 
such as die machining where taper zone geometries are critical, these cutters can be specifically 
described. 
In high production or high speed machining environments tools are subjected to perhaps 
thousands of repeated cutting cycles. Predicative wear research could measure end mill profiles 
after a certain duty cycle. The measured apparent wear profile could be applied to this geometric 
model after modification of the equations. Each variable presented below could be replaced with 
a function generated from the profile measurement. In order to maintain tolerances and high 
repeatability, tools can be replaced automatically when the model predicts their worn condition. 
With computer assistance, automated flexible tooling systems could be programmed to run under 
“lights out” conditions. 
Extended applications not discussed here include the ability to adapt the equations to use 
functions in place of each variable. Again, this level of detail is most often only in the scope of 
machining with extremely tight surface error tolerances. Even radii caused by tool wear can be 
accounted for. Recall r(z) = radial distance. 
Cone Zone OM ( ) 
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Note: "If the cone zone does not exist (i.e. bull nose and ball end cutters), alpha, psi1, and psi1e 
will be zero." 
Arc Zone MN ( ) 
 
Note: If the arc is missing from the cutter geometry then 
 
Taper Zone NS (Nz < z) 
 
Constant Helix: The helix angle is constant, and the lag angle changes along the flute. 
Constant Lead: The lead of the helical flute is constant, and the helix varies along the flute. 
These important values are tabulated in figure 14a and 14b. 
  
(a)     (b) 
Figure 14. Common End Mill Profiles. 
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4.3.5 Modeling of Cutting Forces 
 
Figure 15. Cutting Edge Geometry. 
 
The differential tangential (dFt), radial (dFr) and axial (dFa) cutting forces that act on the 
infinitesimal cutting edge segment are given by Altintas and Lee, 
 
 
 
where  is the uncut chip thickness normal to the cutting edge and varies with the 
position of the cutting point and cutter rotation (Figure 15) [7]. Subindices (c) and (e) represent 
shear and edge force components, respectively. The edge cutting coefficients Kte, Kre, and Kae are 
constants and related to the cutting edge length dS given in Eq. (7). The shear force coefficients 
Ktc, Krc, Kac are identified either mechanistically from milling tests conducted at a range of feed 
rate [1 and 8] or by a set of orthogonal cutting tests using an oblique transformation method 
presented by Budak et al. [4]. In this model 
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is the projected length of an infinitesimal cutting flute in the direction along the cutting velocity.  
 
Figure 16. Cutting Force Geometry. 
The chip thickness  is evaluated using the true kinematics of milling [15] as 
well as the vibration of both the cutter and work piece. Chip creation angles are illustrated in 
Figure 16. The cutter is rotated at a spindle speed and the work piece is fed with the given feed 
using a small discrete time interval. The positions of the cutting points along the flute are 
evaluated using the geometric model presented in Section 2. The location of the same flute point 
on the cut surface is identified using both the rigid body kinematics as well as structural 
displacements of the cutter and work piece. The dynamic chip thickness is evaluated by 
subtracting the present coordinate of the cutting point from the previous surface generated by the 
preceding tooth. The mathematical model and the procedure to evaluate the dynamic chip load 
are well explained for the helical, cylindrical and ball end mills in the previous publications [7 
and 16], and not repeated here owing to the similarity in the approaches. Refer to Figures 14 and 
15. Once the chip load is identified and cutting coefficients are evaluated for the local edge 
geometry, the cutting forces in Cartesian coordinate system can be evaluated as 
[4] 
The total cutting forces for the rotational position phi can be found by integrating Eq. 
(23) along the axial depth of cut for all the cutting flutes that are in contact with the work piece. 
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Nf is the number of flutes on the cutter. z1 and z2 are the contact boundaries of the flute within the 
cut and can be found from the geometric model of each zone given in Section 2.  
The cutter is axially digitized with small disk elements with a uniform differential height 
of dz. The differential cutting forces are calculated along the full contact length for all the flutes 
that are in cut, and digitally summed to find the total cutting forces 
. 
At a given rotation angle  where  is the spindle speed and 
is the differential time interval for the digital integration. The structural dynamics of both the 
cutter and work piece are measured at the tool tip, and the modes are identified using the 
experimental modal analysis technique. The dynamic chip thickness, cutting forces, vibrations, 
surface finish, torque and moments generated by the interaction of cutting forces and structural 
dynamics are simulated in the time domain using a technique similar to the one presented for ball 
end milling by Altintas and Lee. The chatter stability lobes are predicted by using both the time 
domain simulations and frequency domain analytical chatter stability prediction method 
presented earlier by Altintas et al. The readers are referred to the previous literature for the 
mathematical details of time and frequency domain solutions of the dynamic milling process. 
4.3.6 Surface Finish and Integrity 
When cutting tools remove material from a work piece, a chip is formed and a surface is 
left behind. Surface finish quality should be considered continuously during part design, 
machining process design, and working life. The temperatures generated during processing, 
residual stresses, metallurgical transformations, surface plastic deformation, speed & feed, tool 
sharpness all impact the output surface finish condition. It can be said that the surface integrity 
during the part's working life begins by choosing tools geometries for improved surface finish. 
Reduce vibration in machining environments 
• Forced vibrations [39] 
• Self-excited vibrations or chatter [42] 
o Interaction of the cutting process and the machine structure 
o Analysis of machine tool chatter 
o Additional chatter considerations 
o Regenerative instability 
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4.4 Machine Tools 
3-axis milling machines have a prismatic work envelope. 
    X-axis: table longitudinal travel  
    Y-axis: table transverse travel  
    Z-axis: spindle head vertical travel  
2-axis lathes have a cylindrical work envelope. 
    X-axis: Carriage longitudinal travel  
    Y-axis: Cross slide travel  
 
 
4.4.1 Limitations of Linear Axes 
Rectilinear axes can position a tool theoretically anywhere in the work envelope. Figure 
17 shows a three-axis digital readout system for a manual or modified knee mill. In a common 
mill, the centerline of the vertical spindle is fixed with the work piece rigidly fixed to the 
machine table. Most machined features are easily created with the spindle (Z-axis) and table (X 
and Y axes) held mutually perpendicular. Rectilinear control systems limit certain machining 
processes because the machine tool's axes are always parallel to the work piece's local axes. Part 
features with complex curvature geometry present the most common problems. 
Take for example the machining of a raised dome-shaped feature on a 3-axis mill. As 
mentioned, the machine tool's control system can physically place the cutting tool at every point 
needed to define the feature. For the X-Y plane, computer numerical control can interpolate 
curves accurately (using Cartesian mathematics). By looking down on the dome feature from the 
spindle's point of reference, one could see that it showed a properly formed circular profile. 
Considered separately, the vertical Z-axis can also create topographic curvature provided the tool 
path is continuous in one direction. When it is not, geometric discontinuities become manifest in 
the feature. 
Using a 3-axis mill, two machining strategies are available to create the dome feature. In 
the first, the Z-coordinate is held fixed and changed incrementally after each circular cutting pass 
is made. Continuing toward the base of the dome, the tool path diameter would also increase 
incrementally with each pass. After several passes a trend will become apparent: the dome will 
Figure 17. Three-Axis Prototrack Digitial 
Readout 
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have a staircase-like surface finish. This can only be improved by decreasing the incremental 
height and diameter changes between passes around the outer profile. 
The second approach to forming this feature is to move the work piece linearly in the X-
Y plane while moving the Z-axis up and down in an interpolated path. The linear path is then 
rotated some incremental angle and the process is repeated. Using this method, the distinct 
terraced appearance of the first method is replaced with accurate topographic/relief curves. 
However, another geometric error is evident: the dome has axial facets similar to the panes of a 
beach ball. This can only be improved by making the incremental angle between passes smaller. 
Clearly, neither of these approaches is appropriate for creating complex curvature. 
Though they can both theoretically form perfect geometry, the only way for them to be remotely 
useful is to increase the number of passes substantially. Since each pass removes only small 
amount of material, 3-axis rectilinear cutting is neither geometrically nor economically viable for 
machining complex curvature. 
4.4.2 Rotational axes 
Some machine tools have (or can be outfitted with) additional rotational axes. Each 
additional axis adds one degree of freedom to the work piece, decoupling a machine tool axis 
from a local work piece axis. Rotating axes are usually labeled A, B, C, etc. Spindle head tilt (A-
Axis), spindle rotation (B-Axis), and the table rotation (C-Axis) comprise the six axes. All six 
can be simultaneously controlled by the CNC control."[3] 
4.4.3 Communication 
Computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) requires data communication networks 
between computers and machine controllers. Dwyer states that, "the first compelling argument 
for effective communications systems is the development of off-line programming systems" [4]. 
This is certainly true because parts can be modeled on the desktop computer in CAD and CAM 
software exclusive of the physical machine tool. The hallmark of agile machining is multi-
tasking so machines should be "smart" in several ways. If a part program is assigned to a 
machine controller by an automatic scheduling server, it should be able to accept it at any time. 
For aggressive uptime feedback, machines should be able to handle incoming programs while 
concurrently machining a part. A supervisory program could get feedback from the controller 
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about what part it is currently working on and what items are in it's queue with automated 
polling. 
Machine tool controllers should be connected to the facility network. Ethernet CAT5 
cable is commonly used in most infrastructures. Wireless connectivity began with a surge in 
remote data loggers and sensors. The compact designs of many small machining centers such as 
the Haas Mini Mill allow them to be moved around the shop floor with a forklift. To reduce 
machining cell setup time wireless (WLAN) connectivity can be used throughout a 
manufacturing facility. 
4.4.4 Flexible Tooling 
A common source of out-of-tolerance parts is inaccurate tool placement. One culprit is 
spindle vibration due to axial misalignment. The best part consistency is achieved at constant 
temperature; the most adaptive control models can discover optimal average spindle temperature 
for performance and quality. Spindle temperatures should be sensed in real time to control 
thermal expansion in the bearings and bearing housing. Ceramic spindle and other bearing 
houses cycle coolant through heat exchangers. Some production machine tools such as the Haas 
VF2 offer an option that flushes coolant (or line air) through the spindle. This operation can be 
done as often as every tool change or as necessary to achieve steady temperatures. 
A cutting-edge technology in tool design uses automatically adjustable tool holders. 
These tools use indexable inserts with common screw-clamp insert holders. The clamps 
themselves can be moved radially in the holder. To do this the spindle must slow and halt then an 
axial drive lug through the spindle and tool holder engages a setscrew for adjusting the insert 
clamps. Coupled with a Renishaw probe system these tools can automatically compensate for 
their own misalignment, balance, and wear. To implement these a machine tool could pause for a 
self-maintenance routine every specified number of part cycles or when any tool change is made. 
The tool in the spindle should be calibrated with a Renishaw probe system regularly. The tool is 
touched off an origin sensor and its length and diameter are saved to the controller's work 
coordinate system. Automatic adjustable tool holders then use the probed measurement to 
compensate, keeping the inserts within tight diametric tolerance. Alternative wear sensors may 
use the refracted beam laser for low micron surface finish requirements. Laser sensors could 
measure the tool as often as between tool changes to give real time wear condition feedback. 
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In all cases each manufacturing facility should have an integrated database of on-hand 
tools. Their specifications and location should be known at all times along with the number of 
hours they've been used or the number of parts they've cycled through. If tools need to be 
transferred between machines they should be moved expeditiously so as to minimally impact 
workflow. Penultimate automation would have automatic delivery of stock replacement cutting 
tools to the machine magazine for long-term 100% uptime. 
4.5 Fixturing 
Purushothaman's comprehensive dissertation on "Sensor Based Fixture Design and 
Verification" provides an in-depth discussion of fixture fool proofing. In it the author explores 
fixturing systems with embedded sensors to detect work piece placement. He includes 
accompanying detection mechanisms including algorithms for placement optimization and a 
justification for the model. 
Emphasis is put on virtual machining with CAM packages is best for physical process 
planning. Tool needs, cut time estimation, and tool path optimization are all made simple by 
computerized assistance. However it is proposed that they could be better automated [6]. Current 
studies are accelerating the field of automated CAM feature recognition. By teaching software to 
recognize geometry properties of 3D models, material removal processes can be more rapidly 
derived. This greatly reduces the time that CAM users need to spend per part. 
Designers should strive to create part features according to best practices so automatic 
feature recognition works. The main methodology calls for parametric modeling without "hard 
coded numbers" in the model. This makes future adjustments to the model easy since features 
have relationships to one another via constraints and references. The user should be given some 
feedback regarding the ease of manufacture for each feature as he creates it. Automated tool path 
generation should draw on a knowledge base with work piece material to encourage high speeds, 
feeds, and material removal rates. They should calculate optimized conditions for spindle load 
and surface finish. Previous studies have investigated high speed machining for minimum part-
to-part turnaround times. Strong CAM software packages should be able to select tools based on 
cut requirements. Classically the user defines these. The program can list required tools to a 
scheduling server. A tooling database then matches tools to machine tools and time slots. 
Additional feature recognition opportunities can be explored. 
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One option "is to develop a database which holds a complete model of every product the 
company makes" (MAP and Top 21). Ideally some version-tracking schema should be used such 
as the collaboration systems offered by PTC's Pro/Engineer Wildfire. Connectivity tools allow 
engineers design, edit, discuss, and test their in harmony. 
4.6 Computer Numerical Control (CNC) 
“The introduction of CNC machines radically changed the manufacturing industry. 
Curves are as easy to cut as straight lines, complex 3-D structures are relatively easy to produce, 
and the number of machining steps that required human action has been dramatically reduced. 
With the increased automation of manufacturing processes from CNC machining, considerable 
improvements in consistency and quality have been achieved. CNC automation reduced the 
frequency of errors and provided CNC operators with time to perform additional tasks. CNC 
automation also allows for more flexibility in the way parts are held in the manufacturing 
process and shortens the time required to change the machine setup to produce different 
components. 
In a production environment, a series of CNC machines may be combined into one 
station, commonly called a "cell", to progressively machine a part requiring several operations. 
CNC machines today are controlled directly from files created by CAM software packages, so 
that a part or assembly can go directly from design to manufacturing without the need of 
producing a drafted paper drawing of the manufactured component. In a sense, the CNC 
machines represent a special segment of industrial robot systems, as they are programmable to 
perform many kinds of machining operations (within their designed physical limits, like other 
robotic systems)” [12]. 
It should be obvious that computer numerical control of machine tools has revolutionized 
global manufacturing. CNC machining minimizes human error when compared to manual 
machining while maximizing part reproducibility and efficiency. When reproducing a part, part 
cost is reduced once a critical number of parts have been made because there are costs involved 
with machine, setup, energy, and other costs. The benefits of CNC machining are apparent from 
the demonstrated capabilities of the Haas mill. One such benefit is the ability to create complex 
features. Traditional manual machining is limited by human ability. In a basic sense, CNC 
machine tools are essentially the same as manual machines with the addition of computer 
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controlled servos, motors, and sensors. To create complex geometries, the machine computer 
controls the XYZ position of the spindle and worktable.  
The Haas VF Series Operator’s Guide groups G-codes by operation type [23].  
1. Preparatory functions 
2. Rapid position commands 
3. Interpolation commands 
4. Miscellaneous G-codes 
5. Programmable offset settings 
6. Circular pocket milling and plane selection 
7. Inch/metric selection 
8. Reference point definition 
9. Automatic tool measurement 
10. Automatic work offset measurement 
11. Cutter compensation 
12. Tool length compensation 
13. Engraving 
14. Coordinate rotation and scaling 
15. Work coordinate system selection 
16. Bolt hole patterns 
17. Canned cycles (drilling, tapping, boring) 
18. Programmable mirror image 
19. Programmable output to RS-232 (for additional axes) 
20. Cylindrical mapping 
21. Advanced compensation 
22. General purpose pocketing functions 
23. Multi-axis accommodations 
24. Position accuracy  
25. Subroutine management (calls, loops, logic) 
4.7 Machinable Materials 
Aluminum in grades 2024, 6061 and 7075 are extensively used in aircraft components such as 
wings and fuselages where strength and weight are important. This study expands upon previous 
research of thin-wall machining of grade 2024 aluminum by exploring two additional grades 
(6061-O and 7075-O). Material data sheets for these materials can be found in the Appendix 
attached. In general, many ferrous and nonferrous metals can be machined, each with different 
machinability characteristics. Machinability is simply defined as a measure of the ease with 
which a metal can be machined satisfactorily. 
• Surface finish and integrity 
• Tool life 
• Force and power requirements 
• Chip control 
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Many plastics and other non-metallic materials can also be machined. The medical 
industry makes use of specialized machinable plastics and composite materials including 
polycarbonates, DuPont Delrins and Vespel, General Electric Ultem, PEEK, Boedecker Torlon, 
Quadrant Acetron, and Ertalyte [16]. Care must be taken when choosing materials that come in 
contact with the human body. Effluents including medications and bodily fluids can react with 
some materials [18]. The designer is charged with selecting the appropriate material for each 
application. Example plastic medical components are shown in Figure 18. Resources such as 
MatWeb and Solvay Advanced Polymers offer databases of complete material data 
specifications and recommendations for processing each. Plastic injection molding is a preferred 
method for forming polymer materials. Secondary machining operations can be applied to 
molded parts. Such tasks include hole drilling and reaming, cleanup and deburring, and surface 
finishing [48]. 
 
Figure 18. Plastic Medical Parts [16]. 
4.8 Interrelation of Rapid Prototyping, Just-in-Time, and On-Demand 
Manufacturing 
 The concept of on-demand manufacturing cannot be considered without first 
understanding related production approaches. “Rapid prototyping, as described in this text, refers 
to the fabrication of a physical, three-dimensional part of arbitrary shape directly from a 
numerical description (typically a CAD model) by quick, totally automated, and highly flexible 
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process” [33]. A current special model called just-in-time production is one in which all of the 
parts in a product arrive exactly when they are needed for assembly. The finished product is 
thereby delivered to the client exactly when they desire. In the paper “Scheduling Unrelated 
Parallel Machines with Sequence-Dependent Setups” by Logendrana et. al., the authors present a 
model for “the dynamic release of jobs and dynamic availability of machines … to identify the 
best schedule that gives the minimum weighted tardiness” [2]. 
4.8.1 History of Rapid Prototyping 
• NC – 1950s 
• CAD/CAM – 1960s 
• CIM – 1970s 
• Robots & FMS – 1980s 
• Agile Manufacturing – 1990s 
• Rapid Manufacturing, Internet-based Manufacturing – 2000s [33] 
  
The present study investigates reliability of dynamic machining based on tool capabilities 
and availability. Scheduling handlers must process incoming request files. A staging server 
checks to make sure they are well formed and performs necessary preparation operations. Next 
the job is assigned to the best machining cell. Stock is dispatched and the machine tool setup is 
carried out including fixturing and tooling. All efforts to reliably execute the part cycle will 
result in more efficient production [2]. 
4.8.2 Concepts in a Just-in-Time Research Framework 
• Scheduling 
• Supply chain coordination 
• Production floor management 
• JIT performance and operating conditions [2] 
4.8.3 JIT Benefits 
• Manufacturing throughput time reductions 
• Materials moves shorter distances 
• Less material movements in/out of storage 
• Reduced transactions 
• Simplified manufacturing production and control (MPC) systems 
• Reduced changeover times 
• Greater responsiveness to market demands 
• Inventory reductions 
• Labor cost reductions 
• More satisfied/cohesive workers 
• Better team working 
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• Space reductions 
• Quality cost reductions 
• Quality improvements” [47] 
4.8.4 Principles From Lean Manufacturing 
• Zero defects 
• Routine schedule execution 
• Sufficient planning horizon 
• No buffers 
• Information linkages 
• Recovery mechanisms [47] 
4.9 Basic Machining Process 
4.9.1 Create a CAD Model of the Design. 
The first stage in creating a machined part is the creation of a three-dimensional solid 
model in computer-aided design (CAD) software. “A solid is a volume completely bounded by 
surfaces, which means the edges of all surfaces must be coincident with one, and the only one, 
other surface edge. Unlike wire-frame and surface modeling, solid modeling stores volume 
information. A CAD solid model not only captures the complete geometry of an object, it can 
also differentiate the inside and the outside of the space of that object” [33]. 
4.9.2 Convert the CAD Model to Stereolithic (STL) File Format 
This is a standard file format. “The success of the STL file format is due to its 
sufficiency, its simplicity, and its monopoly. Its mathematical sufficiency stems from the fact 
that it describes a solid object using a boundary representation (B-rep) technique” [33]. STL files 
are highly portable between software packages because they represent arbitrary solids with 
points that define triangular facets. Smoother curves contain a higher resolution of points. 
Secondary software can trace vectors and splines temporarily (convert “up”) but usually share 
digital output with STL. 
1. Generate tool paths with CAM software. 
2. Machine the part using the output G-code program. 
3. Clean and finish the model [33]. 
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Chapter 5. State the Goal and Functional Task Specifications 
5.1 Introduction 
The goal is to design a framework for automated on-demand high-speed machining of 
thin features in aluminum. The system will be broken down into inputs and outputs. The primary 
information input will be custom part orders. Stock material will be input and finished parts must 
be output. More broad design goals are decided by using the metric below. 
5.2 Design Goal Metrics 
 Nine goal areas were defined. Note that manufacture here refers to the ease of acquiring 
and installing such a system in Table 1. Portability measures how readily the abilities of the 
system translate to new needs or advancements. The totaled results from this subjective table 
rank goals of the final system. From Table 2, the top three goals are safety, accessibility, and 
performance. Accessibility refers to the ease and flexibility with which the system can be used, 
adapted, managed, and maintained. 
 
Table 1: General Design Goal Metrics 
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Table 2. Goal Ranking 
 
 
5.3 Develop Functional Task Specifications 
Products and services must be delivered within a context that is comfortable for the 
customer. A successful strategy for one market may be a total flop in another—sometimes even 
another area of the same country. The bottom line is to deliver customer satisfaction and the 
appropriate value or risk displacement by competitors. Global logistics requires management to 
make decisions that recognize the contributions of the entire supply chain. The value chain 
includes all the actors impacting the value delivered to the final customer. 
Often large companies will contract with third party service providers in order to reduce 
logistics costs and utilize logistics technologies. Often the corporate mantra says “do what you’re 
good at, let someone else do the rest.” Indeed companies that outsource tasks to 3PLs must do so 
for a reason that conveys greater value to the customer. “Will outsourcing a particular task lead 
to better customer service, lower costs, or provide some other meaningful benefit? If not, the 
activity should probably remain in-house.” 
5.4 Quality 
Quality assurance is a guarantee made to the customer by the client. Most firms strive to 
ensure that the customer is completely satisfied by providing a high quality product or service. 
Quality assurance is primarily customer driven, and emphasizes customer satisfaction. Quality 
control is an internal view of quality, which relies on producing defect-free products and 
services. Parameters for acceptable quality are explicitly defined by management and controlled 
by various means [20]. 
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5.5 Information Exchange 
“Electronic Data Interchange is the inter-organizational, computer-to-computer exchange 
of business documentation in a standard, machine-processable format. EDI is intended to allow 
the receiving computer to “read” and process data without additional human intervention” [17]. 
Computer automation should be at the forefront of any efficiency-minded firm. Some of the 
benefits of EDI include fewer transaction errors, lower cost per transaction, and excellent 
integration with scheduling tools. The primary problem with global EDI use is the lack of 
universal standard language. Although he UN uses EDIFACT and the US uses ANSI standards, 
today most EDI communication methods use XML, which is a popular data formatting 
language/method. Continued advances in automated communication technologies will yield 
positive outcomes in the future. 
The ABC planning method assign resources to activities then activities are assigned to 
cost objects based on their use. “ABC can assist logistics managers by revealing the links 
between performing particular activities and the demands those activities make on an 
organization’s resources.” Again, ABC uses a two-stage process for assigning costs to a cost-
object. “The first stage focuses on determining the costs of activities within an organization. The 
second stage traces activity costs to the products consuming the work performed. Identifying the 
drivers associated with each activity is the difficult part of the system” [19]. ABC can improve 
the management and control of overhead by determining the factors that actually result in the 
requirement of overhead resources. ABC implementation can also provide greater visibility of 
how different products, customers, or supply channels impact profitability. It achieves greater 
accuracy than traditional costing techniques by using multiple cost drivers. Performance 
measures appear as a logical consequence of an ABC system. It also supports continuous process 
improvement by identifying where incremental improvements at the activity level can improve 
overall enterprise performance [19]. 
5.6 Business Requirements 
On-demand manufacturing requires five main operating tenants that focus on timely, 
quality delivery—resulting in customer satisfaction. Each of these reinforces principles discussed 
to convey more value to the customer.  
1. Provide a range of guaranteed, door-to-door, time-definite services globally, at competitive 
price levels. 
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2. Deliver, as promised, against agreed and measurable criteria, on time, with complete, secure 
contents with no loss, damage, or pilferage. 
3. Proactively communicate reliable and timely information, including 24-hour 365-day 
customer service. 
4. Simplify procedures, industry-wide, while migrating to electronic trading. 
5. Ensure accurate billing and total cost transparency between all parties. 
By adhering to these, more customers will be retained and gained. In order to become on-
demand certified, manufacturers must invest in technology. Presumably including technologies 
such as RFID and EDI (above). But becoming certified sends a clear message to customers about 
their goals of improving overall performance.  
Logistics service quality can be improved by decreasing cost, improving response time, 
shortening lead times, and adding flexibility. Supply chain/channel members should create 
partnerships for mutual benefit while keeping customer service quality at the forefront. Supply 
chains are primarily interested in material transfer and use. The goal of a supply chain is to 
ensure that material is were it should be when it should be there. Primary responsibilities include 
order placement, scheduling, tracking, material storage, etc. A firm’s logistics organization is 
concerned with both material and information flow and management throughout an organization. 
Among these responsibilities, he logistics team will likely develop a manufacturing schedule and 
define procedures for customer interaction/service. Clearly the supply chain is one component of 
the organizational umbrella of the logistics department. As an example, poor supply chain 
partnerships and planning will result in poor production at the factory. From there, quality is 
likely lessened and lead-time is lengthened. These will no doubt upset the customer, causing 
customer service issues and lost patrons. 
5.6.1 Other Business Factors in On-Demand Manufacturing 
What other factors or information (besides what this case presents) might a buyer or buying 
team require when evaluating the worthiness of potential suppliers? Customers want the best: 
• Product cost 
• Product quality 
• Conformance to specifications 
• Ordering cost 
• Location of suppliers 
• Currency used 
• Ease of transactions 
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• Delivery reliability 
• Product availability 
• Discounts for buying in bulk (economy of scale) 
• Customer satisfaction reports 
• Computer integration 
• Lead time 
• Total cost of ownership 
• Willing to respond to problems 
 
“Sophisticated buyers now seek suppliers that will work very closely with customers to raise 
performance levels, contain costs, and develop leading-edge technologies. They also want 
vendors who will share data, resources, and people to overcome obstacles that stand in the way 
of mutually agreed upon goals” [19]. 
5.6.2 Total Cost of Ownership 
The total cost of ownership and total cost of use are of primary importance for budgeting and 
supply chain management. It is important to notice that in addition to the purchase cost of 
material, many additional costs are incurred in the use of a product. By assigning a cost for each 
action applied to the material on a unit basis (per pound), the true total cost of ownership can be 
realized. In order to save money firms may choose to target certain costs for reduction. If they 
want lower purchase cost they may seek another supplier or buy in bulk, as mentioned.  
Warehousing, carrying costs, and overhead can be identified for reduction by reducing inventory. 
Operations managers can better develop material business channels by working with partners to 
control prices. 
5.6.3 MRP and DRP 
Materials Requirement Planning (MRP) is software or procedures that deals with supplying 
materials and components based on the demand for the final product. This is a “pull” system, 
which allocates resources based on manufacturing needs to put material where it needs to be 
when it needs to be there. Distribution Resource Planning (DRP) is a set of rules and procedures 
that manage the flow and storage of finished goods based on market demands. It uses time-
sensitive planning for the distribution and transportation of product based on demand history and 
forecasted need. 
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Chapter 6. Experimentation and Iteration 
6.1 Experiment 1 - Introduction 
The fundamental goal of this project is to develop and evaluate machining strategies for 
high speed milling of thin walled features. To do this, two separate experimental procedures 
were performed. Sample design, tooling, machining strategy, cutting conditions, and other 
properties were varied in each experiment. In the first phase, a large closed pocket with thin 
walls and a thin wall was created. 
6.1.1 Experiment 1 - Sample Design and Stock Material Selection 
 Previous research has investigated high speed thin-wall machining of rectilinear features. 
It was decided that sample parts in the present study should exhibit curved thin-wall features. As 
shown in Figure 19 below, the sample design features a large pocket with a constant radius. The 
pocket walls and floor are 0.039 in. (1 mm) thin. Notice that a large portion of stock is left at 
both ends to enable rigid clamping. Two 0.5” through holes (not shown) were drilled in this 
segment of the samples to allow clamping bolts to mate with threaded holes in the fixture. The 
sample was modeled using PTC Pro/Engineer Wildfire 2.0. 
 
 
Figure 19. Experiment 1 Sample Design Solid Model Showing Large Pocket and Thin Walls. 
 
6061-T6 Aluminum “is the least expensive and most versatile of the heat-treatable 
aluminum alloys. It has most of the good qualities of aluminum. It offers a range of good 
mechanical properties and good corrosion resistance. It can be fabricated by most of the 
commonly used techniques. … 6061 is used where appearance and better corrosion resistance 
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with good strength are required.” 7075-T6 Aluminum “is one of the highest strength aluminum 
alloys available. Its strength-to weight ratio is excellent and it is ideally used for highly stressed 
parts. It may be formed in the annealed condition and subsequently heat-treated” [1]. Stock 
material was purchased in twelve-foot lengths of 1.5 x 4 in. rectangular bar stock. The stock was 
rough-cut into 8 in. lengths on a horizontal band saw. A total of 24 samples were created, 12 of 
each from aluminum grades 6061-T6 and 7075-T6. Samples were engraved with the material 
grade and sample number for tracking purposes. 
6.1.2 Experiment 1 – Work Holding and Machining Strategy 
The fixture had to be specially designed to hold the sample securely without interfering 
with the machining operations. It consisted of a 1-inch thick aluminum slab that was drilled and 
tapped with the same bolt pattern as the samples. Figure 20a illustrates a solid model of the 
experimental fixture showing bolthole pattern and relief. Figure 20b contains a photograph of the 
same. A shallow relief in the middle of the fixture eliminated the possibility that the sample was 
being supported unevenly in its center by removing all support completely. This ensured that any 
variation in the thickness of the pocket floor was not due to inconsistent support. The fixture is 
shown below in figure 20. The fixture was modeled using PTC Pro/Engineer Wildfire 2.0. 
 
 
(a)      (b) 
Figure 20. Fixture Used in the Experiments 
 
The part was modeled using GibbsCAM 2006 software where features, tool paths, and 
CNC codes were generated. One of the foremost concerns in thin-wall machining is surface 
finish error due to chatter. To maximize part rigidity, contouring operations were first generated 
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to produce the outside wall profile (Figure 21a). It should also be noted that the floor of the 
outside profile has been removed which decreases rigidity and yields more interesting results for 
the sake of the present study. The outside walls for all of the samples were created in the same 
way using the following cutting conditions (Table 3). 
 
Table 3. Cutting Parameters for Outside Walls 
 Parameter  Value  Entry Feed [ipm.]  30 Cutting Feed [ipm.]  120 Spindle Speed [RPM]  5,000 Depth of Cut [in.]  0.1875 (yields 8 passes) 
 
 
(a)      (b) 
Figure 21. Sample Machining Strategy. 
 
The tool then rough machined the center of the pocket using four passes in all samples 
(Figure 21b). Pocketing operations exhibit large cutting forces, which are acceptable for the 
center of the pocket feature where the stock material is substantial. Contouring operations were 
then used to provide finer control over cutting parameters and tool entry moves. The tool paths 
were defined so that the tool entered the contour cuts in the rigid end section of the sample. The 
tool then cut concentric paths with varied cut depths from three to five axial passes as shown in 
Figure 22. On all cutting operations, the tool engagement was set to half of the cutter diameter 
(0.0375”). Additional cutting conditions are discussed in full in later sections. 
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Figure 22. Illustrating Cutting Tool Paths. 
6.1.3 Experiment 1 – Tooling and Machine Tool 
 A square 3/4” diameter 2” long (flute length) high-speed steel end mill was selected for 
this experimental setup as shown in Figure 23. As the maximum axial depth of cut was about 
1.5”, reasonable clearance was permitted while maximizing tool rigidity. The tool has a plain 
shank, which is most suitable for use in a collet. At high spindle speeds, balanced tooling is 
required to minimize vibration and chatter. As a result, an end mill with a flat on the shank (for 
use with a set screw) was rejected.  
 
Figure 23. Tool Used in Experiments. 
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 The tools used for this experiment are 0.75 in. Kennametal HEC750S4 solid carbide end 
mills. They have 4 flutes and are uncoated. Two were used; one for each of the 5000 and 10000 
rpm ranges. Using one tool per rpm range instead of one tool for all of the samples eliminated 
possible variation due to the wear of the tool. The Kennemetal end mill specifications are 
attached. It should be noted that this study does not undertake to study tool wear nor its effects. It 
should be assumed that any tool wear throughout the study is negligible. This assumption is valid 
because only 24 samples were machined with only a few hours of cutting time. 
 The sample parts were machined using a Haas VF2 milling center, seen in Figure 24. 
This machine tool is outfitted with a Renishaw probe system and programmable coolant control. 
The VF2 can produce spindle speeds up to 15,000 rpm with balanced tooling and the 15K-O 
installed option. The work envelope is about 9600 cubic inches with table travel 30 inches (X) by 
16 inches (Y) and spindle travel of 20 inches (Z).  
 
 
Figure 24. Haas VF-2 Vertical Machining Center Used in Experiment 1. 
6.1.4 Experiment 1 - Cutting Conditions 
The cutting parameters were based on the available equipment in the shop. The maximum 
speed of 10,000 rpm was used because that is the highest possible speed without the need for 
balanced tooling. Based on that maximum, the correct feeds were calculated using the 
parameters recommended by the manufacturer of the cutting tool. The calculations are shown 
below in Table 4. Machine tool spindle speeds were alternated between 5,00 rpm and 10,000 rpm 
by material. The tool average linear table feed was alternated between 120 ipm and 240 ipm, by 
material. 
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Table 4. Experiment 1 Cutting Calculations 
 
  RPM 
DOC 
[in.] 
FPT 
[in.]  
SFM 
[ft./min.] 
FEED 
[ipm.] 
MRR 
[in.2/min] 
Power 
[HP] 
High       [ipm]   
1 10000 0.06 0.006 1963.50 240 108 32.40 
2 10000 0.54 0.006 1963.50 240 97.2 29.16 
3 10000 0.48 0.006 1963.50 240 86.4 25.92 
          
Low          
1 5000 0.60 0.006 981.75 120 54 16.20 
2 5000 0.54 0.006 981.75 120 48.6 14.58 
3 5000 0.48 0.006 981.75 120 43.2 12.96 
 
 The RPM is the spindle speed, based on the maximum value of the equipment. The depth 
of cut is the vertical distance the cutter is engaged in the work piece, which was varied for each 
sample. The FPT is the manufacturers recommended value for the feed per tooth. The SFM or 
surface feet per minute is the manufacturers recommended value for aluminum. The feed is in 
inches per minute. The MRR or metal removal rate and the HP or horsepower were calculated 
and used to ensure that the horsepower required to cut the part did not exceed the maximum 
value that the machine could produce. It was found that the 30 horsepower of the Haas VF2SS 
milling machine was sufficient to allow the maximum depth of cut. Besides the values shown 
above, the cutting direction was also changed. For every cutting condition in the chart, both 
climb and conventional milling were used.  
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Table 5. Experimental Cutting Conditions 
 
 
 
For repeatability, a workflow is presented to machine the samples used in this study. This 
guideline may be used and extended in future studies with different samples, materials, and 
cutting conditions. Appendix 2 contains the annotated procedure for repeating this experiment. 
6.1.5 Experiment 1 - Observations and Measurements 
 At the time of completion, 24 sample parts were produced as detailed in Table 5. 
Qualitative observations were made during and after sample machining regarding machining 
time, acoustic traits of machining, thin wall flexibility and surface finish. First, it should be 
obvious that part cycle time is of extreme importance in the production environment. As a 
commercial manufacturer, one is interested foremost in maximizing revenue. To do this, 
maximizing part machining cycle time and reducing other cost parameters such as electrical 
power consumed by machine tools should minimize production cost. It follows naturally that as 
the machining time for a single part diminishes, revenue increases. The focus of high speed 
machining is the reduction of cycle time. To do this, faster spindle speeds, table feeds, rapids, 
B 
A 
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dwells, tool changes, and fixturing are required. The sample matrix varies several of these 
parameters including spindle speed, table feed, and axial depth of cut. As a result, parts 5A, 6A, 
5B, and 6B in Table 5 required the greatest time engaged in cutting due to the slower spindle and 
table feeds and number of cutting passes taken. By contrast, parts 7A, 8A, 7B, and 8B in the 
table were finished in the shortest length of time.  
Additional qualitative comments can be made. As high speed machining is largely a 
study of chatter caused by vibration, a machinist should strive to reduce these effects. 
Differential impact dynamics between the sample and the cutting tool are especially evident in 
thin wall machining when the cut surface has a tendency to actually disengage the cutter from 
flexion. Thinner wall features and faster spindle speeds increase this effect. It was observed that 
acoustically, the operations with the greatest cutter engagement and fastest feed produced the 
loudest high-pitched resonance. The feedback sensors on the machine tool spindle peaked at 
about 166% the rated load limit at 10,000 rpm. It should be noted that machine tools should 
generally not be used to purposely develop chatter as it can reduce machine tool integrity. As 
exception was made for the benefit of the present research. 
 After completing the parts, some observations can be made from the samples. A 
photograph of a finished sample is shown in Figure 26. Part 1B exhibits the poorest surface 
finish due to the tougher material, slower speed, slower feed, and greatest axial depth of cut. It 
was also found that the 1A wall thickness varied the most significantly, meeting tolerance near 
the wall origins but thickening in the center, indicating flexion or the tool-part interface. It makes 
sense that this variation is greatest since the weaker aluminum grade is more likely to flex due to 
machining forces ands vibration. It was found that the finished samples could be flexed 
reasonably by hand on both the wall and floor features. Chip samples were also collected for 
each sample part. Obvious variation is apparent to the naked eye such as chip size and thickness. 
Further analysis could be performed. 
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Figure 25. A Finished Sample. 
 
Perhaps the most important results to gain for the present research are in regards to the 
surface finish of the inside of the thin-wall and –floor pocket features. To find the “best” surface 
finish, some quantitative measurements must be made. It can be said that the surface is 
smoothest to the touch on parts in the 10,000 rpm; 240 ipm range with 5 (shallowest) cutting 
passes. A proposal has been made to have the sample parts measured by professionals using 
sophisticated surface metrology equipment. From this information combined with previous 
research, a library of ideal cutting conditions can be formulated to optimize surface finish and 
machining time. 
6.1.6 Experiment 1 – Analysis 
A scanning laser microscope (SLM) was used to measure a sample area of the part floor. 
A photograph of the scanner’s header unit is shown in Figure 27. The original machining fixture 
was used for soft fixturing of the sample during measurement. Coupled with the indexable air 
table, the fixture also served as an appropriate jig for repeatable placement in all axes. Care was 
taken to ensure safety of the instrument and the work piece at all times.  
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Figure 26. SLM Header Unit. 
  
The microscope scan settings are given in Table 6. 
 
Table 6. SLM Measurement Parameters Parameter  Value Length in primary scan direction  8.0mm Width in secondary scan direction  8.0mm Distance between data points  0.00254mm Distance between parallel lines  0.00254mm Velocity  1mm/s Scan duration  17 minutes. 
  
 
 The scan analysis outputs three important values. Sa represents the average roughness 
evaluated over the complete 3D surface. Sq is the root mean square (rms) roughness evaluated 
over the complete 3D surface. Last, St represents the height deviation between the lowest and the 
highest points of the surface [1]. Table 7 contains a summary of the scanning results.  
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Table 7. Experiment 1 Surface Analysis Tabulated Results 
 
 
6.1.7 Experiment 1 – Discussion and Recommendations for Future Investigation 
Sample 6061-10 (10A in Table 7) has a desirable surface finish as expected. 6061 
Aluminum is a softer material, the spindle speed was highest (10,000 RPM), the feed was the 
highest (240 ipm), the axial depth of cut was moderate, and conventional milling is less 
aggressive. Sample 6061-09 in the table had the second best surface finish in this material 
because its parameters were the same as 6061-10 with the exception of milling direction. It 
should be noted that the samples on either side of these showed poorer surface finish. This 
evidence shows that samples 6061-09 and 6061-10 were in the "sweet spot" of material removal: 
the chip load was not so great as to bog down the cutter nor was it so light that the cutting flutes 
formed excessive built-up edges. 
A 
B 
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The overall best (smoothest) surface finish measured in this experiment was sample 
7075-04. 7075 aluminum has a hardness of 60 Brinell, about twice as hard as 6061 aluminum (30 
Brinell). It follows that the slower spindle speed of 5000 RPM and slower feed of 120 ipm are 
both reasonable to accommodate the harder material. Again the surface finish is best with 
moderate chip load (0.365 in. axial depth of cut) and conventional milling direction. The poorest 
surface finish produced in this experiment appeared in samples 7075-01 and 7075-02. These 
results are expected since these samples have a high chip load but slow speed and feed. The 
cutter did not spin rapidly enough to eject the chips or engage the surface rapidly enough to 
produce a good finish. As a consequence, the surface is visibly rough with evidence of built-up 
edges from bogging down the cutter. 
Several recommendations can be made for future repetition and extension of this study. 
First, at peak spindle load, the servo load output sensor showed 166%. The machine spindle 
should always be used below the defined threshold during normal use. Interesting results could 
be found by tracing spindle load feedback at specific points of interest during cutting. Second, 
more accurate cutting force calculations can be gained by using a dynamometer. This instrument 
can be mounted to the machine tool table and vice to show multi-axis forces during cutting. This 
data could be logged and matched similar to the spindle and table servos. 
6.2 Experiment 2 – Design Review for Machinability and Material Selection 
An essential element for making a good prototype is to develop a design that is consistent 
with the available manufacturing processes. In the second experiment I chose to push the limits 
of thin wall aluminum machining by creating an open pocket with an unsupported floor. Unlike 
the first experiment, this allowed measurement of the sample’s wall and floor. 
A second experimental was designed to further the study. This time the focus was placed 
on optimization of cutting parameters for minimum wall thickness. Chose to only use aluminum 
6061-O structural angle (Figure 34). A purchase order was placed with Yarde Metals, a local 
metal products supplier. Dimensions: 2.0000 x 2.000 x 0.375 x 25' 0". To estimate shipping costs 
the supplier specified a unit weight of 1.6100 lbs./ft. 203"/12 = lbs. Price quotes from material 
supplier $180 for 25', $165 for 25', $135 for 203" shipped [51]. Only needed 102 linear inches of 
stock material. One could reproduce this experiment twice over with that amt of stock especially 
since extra material was built into the sample. Could do 24 samples in 203 in. by shortening 
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sample length by only 0.042 in. Can find real cross sectional unit weight by finding density from 
MatWeb. 
6.2.1 Experiment 2 – Tooling, Tool Holder, and Machine Tool 
Cutting tools should be selected to meet several requirements. First, tools should exhibit 
the greatest possible rigidity. To achieve this, a large end mill diameter and short flute length are 
beneficial. End mill flute length should be only slightly greater than the maximum axial depth of 
cut required. 
Tool holder choice is first defined by the machine tool in which it will be used and 
second by the tool to be used. The Haas VF2 and MDC500 spindles accept number 40 taper type 
tool holders. Care should be taken to not touch the taper because the natural skin oils can cause 
corrosion and imbalance. Instead, one should only grasp the tool holder by the base or pull stud. 
Always wipe these clean before and after inserting the tool holder into the spindle. 
To avoid excessive overhang of tool from the tool holder, a depth set screw (left hand 
thread) can be adjusted in the tool holder. To further maximize tool rigidity, the proper tool 
holder should be selected. For example, a “rigid tool holder” using collets is preferable. 
The number and type of end mill cutting flutes requires careful consideration also. More 
flutes decrease space for chip ejection which can cause chips to be re-cut or develop unwanted 
built-up edges, reducing surface finish. Though a four-flute end mill yields poorer chip ejection 
than a two- or three-flute end mill, it gives a better surface finish and can reduce differential 
impact dynamics. When properly used, end mills with more flutes produce a better surface finish 
because the cutting surface is engaged more times per spindle revolution. In addition, additional 
flutes increase cutter rigidity due to improved geometry and larger cross section. Finally, more 
cutting flutes allow faster table feed, which is important in high-speed machining. 
    A square 3/4” diameter 2” long (flute length) high-speed steel end mill was selected for 
this experimental setup, shown in Figure 27. As the maximum axial depth of cut was about 1.5”, 
reasonable clearance was permitted while maximizing tool rigidity. The tool has a plain shank, 
which is most suitable for use in a collet. At high spindle speeds, balanced tooling is required to 
minimize vibration and chatter. As a result, an end mill with a flat on the shank (for use with a 
set screw) was rejected. 
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Figure 27. Kennametal HEC750S4. 
 
  The tools used for this experiment are 0.75 inches Kennametal HEC750S4 solid carbide 
end mills. They have 4 flutes and are uncoated. Two were used; one for each of the 5000 and 
10,000 rpm ranges. Using one tool per rpm range instead of one tool for all of the samples 
eliminated possible variation due to the wear of the tool. The Kennemetal end mill specifications 
are attached. It should be noted that this study does not undertake to study tool wear nor its 
effects. It should be assumed that any tool wear throughout the study is negligible. This 
assumption is valid because only 24 samples were machined with only a few hours of cutting 
time. A fresh end mill was used for each experimental sample set. 
A Haas MDC-500 Mill Drill Center was used for machining the samples in Experiment 
2. Product and installed photographs are given in Figures 28a and 28b. At the time of this 
exercise the preferred machine tools were not available for use. 
 
Figure 28. Haas MDC-500 Mill Drill Center [21]. 
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6.2.2 Experiment 2 – Work Holding 
For simplicity, the same fixture used in experiment 1 was used again without 
modification. The sample design allowed two parts to be installed in a single setup. GibbsCAM 
includes a plug-in to manage machining multiple parts in a single program. The rendered fixture 
is shown in Figure 29a and a photograph of a mounted blank follows in 29b. 
 
 
(a)     (b) 
Figure 29. Fixture With Mounted Samples. 
 
6.2.3 Experiment 2 - Machining Strategy 
The operations were laid out to minimize setups while maintaining maximum rigidity and 
repeatability. Setup and changeover times contribute significantly to production cost. Designers 
can help to drive costs down by designing parts that lend themselves to convenient machining 
operations. This means that the designer should have some understanding of the methods used to 
create the part. Stubborn, patient, wealthy, or ignorant clients often require specific parts to be 
"made just like the print says" regardless or manufacturing difficulty or cost. It is then up to the 
production process designer to identify time- and money-saving techniques. In the present case 
study, iterative operation planning showed that two different setups could be reduced to one. 
The first operation was to cut the stock to length. Samples are shown in Figures 30a and 
30b. The raw stock was rough cut to about 8.6 in. on a horizontal band saw with a length stop. 
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(a)      (b) 
Figure 30. Sample Blanks Cut to Length. 
 
The second step was to fly cut the floor. For the first cut, the sample parts were clamped 
"upside down" to face the floor bottom (Figure 31). One fixturing option would have clamped 
the sides of the wall, leaving the floor to overhang the vice jaws. Although the face mill would 
only be cutting horizontally along the axis of the part and not plunging vertically, it would still 
exert axial forces to deflect the cantilevered work piece. These deflections would have likely 
been negligible but it was imperative that the floor bottom maintained tight squareness and 
flatness tolerance. Since this was the first cut made to the work piece and all other geometries 
relied on it, this fixturing option was rejected because it lacked rigidity. It was found that by 
placing a parallel under the wall, both sides of the floor could be positively clamped in the vice. 
This clamping method provided superior support for this facing operation and following 
operations. A 3-flute carbide face mill was used without coolant to provide a smooth surface 
finish. Table 8 indicates the cutting parameters for this step. 
 
Table 8. Cutting Operation Detail 
 Cutting Parameters   Speed  6000 RPM Feed  60 ipm 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Figure 31. Fly Cut Floor Bottom. 
 
Third, locating holes were spot drilled and forth, the locating holes were through-drilled. 
In the same setup, locating holes were added to mount the samples to the fixture. It should be 
noted that the importance of rigid work piece support is increased in these operations. Had the 
overhung clamping method been used the drill plunge would have surely deformed the floor 
during the cut. If this were allowed the cylindricity tolerance of the locating holes would have 
been compromised. Since the sample placement repeatability relies on these holes they were 
made in the same well-supported setup as above. A spot drill was first used to place the holes 
0.750 and 7.250±0.001 in. from the end. A chip-breaking peck strategy was defined for the hole 
drilling operation to. If the test fixture employed precision placement techniques such as locating 
pins, these features could have been reamed after drilling. 
In operation five, the wall was brought to the defined height. This was done on fixture, 
but could have also been done on setup 2 in vice. Recall the rejected setup described in 
Operation 2 above. If this fixturing method were used, the L in bottom of vice, bring wall to 
height, flip, fly cut floor, and drill holes through bottom. In the second iteration the L was placed 
in bottom of vice. I brought the wall to height, drilled the holes, flipped (wall top square now in 
bottom of vice), fly cut bottom. This was good because it yielded better rigidity on top wall but 
not critical surface. Here we are not concerned with wall rigidity (since the wall is in vice while 
cutting). Also drills holes in top of floor, into raw stock. The third iteration of this stage was to 
fly cut the bottom first, so that hole drilling is supported. This was drilled into flat stock. It is true 
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that no part faces in the vice are square, but they do not need to be since everything is based off 
the bottom and holes. Bring wall to height on fixture. 
Operation six was to profile the ends and floor outside. Operations 06 and 07 served to 
rapidly square up the outer profile. At this point the sample ends were still rough from the band 
saw so they deserved to be cleaned up cosmetically. This process brought the final sample length 
to 8.50±0.010 in. The outer edge of the floor was also raw stock so it was trued up in this 
process. Common cutting parameters are given in Table 9. 
 
Table 9. Cutting Parameters (All Samples) 
 Parameter  Value Speed  6,000 RPM Entry Feed  15 ipm Contour Feed  60 ipm 
 
Operation seven profiled the wall outside. To complete squaring the outer profile the wall 
outside was cut with one pass. The operation removed about 0.020 in. of perimeter material or 
about 0.225 in3, bringing the final sample width to 1.90±0.005 in. The primary purpose of this 
operation was to create a clean surface from which to measure the dimensional accuracy of the 
thin walls. By ensuring uniform cutting parameters across all samples, this became the wall 
outside control surface. See Table 9. Operation eight was to profile wall inside. Thin wall 
machining strategies were used. Operation nine pocketed the floor. 
The part was modeled using GibbsCAM 2006 software where features, tool paths, and 
CNC codes were generated. One of the foremost concerns in thin-wall machining is surface 
finish error due to chatter. To maximize part rigidity, contouring operations were first generated 
to produce the outside wall profile. It should also be noted that the floor of the outside profile has 
been removed which decreases rigidity and yields more interesting results for the sake of the 
present study. The outside walls for all of the samples were created in the same way using the 
following cutting conditions in Table 10. 
Table 10. Cutting Parameter Detail 
 Parameter  Value Speed  5,000 Entry feed  30 ipm Cutting feed  120 ipm Depth of cut  0.1875 in. 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The tool then rough machines the center of the pocket using four passes in all samples. 
Pocketing operations exhibit large cutting forces, which are acceptable for the center of the 
pocket feature where the stock material is substantial. Contouring operations were then used to 
provide finer control over cutting parameters and tool entry moves. The tool paths were defined 
so that the tool entered the contour cuts in the rigid end section of the sample. The tool then cut 
concentric paths with varied cut depths from three to five axial passes as shown in Figure 3. On 
all cutting operations, the tool engagement was set to half of the cutter diameter (0.0375”). 
Additional cutting conditions are discussed in full in later sections. Since each part is unique, all 
part files are included on the accompanying disk. 
6.2.4 Experiment 2 – Results 
A total of seven parts were created in this experiment, each with a different machining 
strategy. The spindle speed was 10,000 rpm in each case. The Haas Mill Drill center has very 
limited power. Programs were adjusted to prevent stalling the spindle. As a result, lighter cuts 
were made. Two samples failed catastrophically when the unsupported thin pocket floor tore 
away. In these, the floor vibrated in the Z-axis so much that the tool caught the surface. 
Photographs of the seven samples follow (Figure 32). 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
 
(d) 
 
(e) 
 
(f) 
 
(g) 
Figure 32. Experiment 2 Samples. 
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Quantitative results for Experiment 2 are tabulated in Table 11 and photographed in Figure 32a 
through 32g. 
 
Table 11. Experiment 3 Results 
 Sample  Floor  Wall A  Best Finish  Incomplete B  Rows of varied finish  Dual wave pattern C  Deep gouge at least supported section  Light chatter, wave pattern D  Deeply grooved axial chatter  Best finish, light chatter at end E  Failed  Very irregular, stepped F  Rows of varied finish, best inside  Stepped wall, heavy chatter G  Failed  Very irregular 
 
 
The thinnest floor yielded was 0.017 inches as shown being measured in Figure 33. 
 
 
Figure 33. Experiment 2 Thin Floor. 
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Chapter 7. Typical Machining Workflow 
7.1 Machine Tools and Manufacturing Cells 
This iteration utilized a Haas VM-6 Mold Maker Milling Center. It is top of the line in 
just about every way, especially size, speed, and power. The screen is 15" in the picture below, 
for scale (Figure 59). The milling center features a 12k RPM, 30HP at the spindle available over 
almost all the range. It took the Haas installation technician about a week to get it all set up and 
calibrated in. This is what high speed machining is about. It is the biggest thing machine tool 
they could fit in WPI’s Washburn Labs building. Furthermore it is the fastest, most powerful, 
most accurate, and overkill for WPI in most ways. This is a lot more than a hobbyist’s toy; we 
are all quite excited about the new equipment. 
 
Figure 34. Haas VM-6 Mold Maker Machining Center [22]. 
 
“Spend Analysis Based Cost Modeling Decision Optimization are going to be the seven words of 
saving grace for tomorrow's sourcing organization” [30]. 
Cells are the building blocks of systems. Manufacturing cell design focuses on the 
integration of machines into a cohesive production system. The manufacturing cell proposed in 
this document contains three primary machines: a vertical machining center, an arm-style 
industrial robot, and a material handling system for stock and finished parts. Figure 35 is a 
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representative photograph of a machining cell with supporting technology. Supporting systems 
including computerized numerical controllers, tool libraries, fixture libraries, and inline 
inspection equipment are addressed. The present discussion concerns the design of a work cell 
for flexible on-demand machining of custom parts.  
 
Figure 35. Example Application of an Industrial Robot Tending a Machining Cell. 
 
In the manufacturing sector, large costs are associated with equipment setup, retooling, and 
line changeovers. We seek to more rapidly setup all machining operations, including fixturing. 
Work holding is an entire science in itself but there three are paramount in on-demand 
machining. 
• Maximize rigidity 
• Minimize time spent clamping and releasing 
• Eliminate clamping errors 
• Concurrent fixture design and manufacture 
• Automated fixturing 
7.2 Machine Tables 
Nearly all vertical machining centers, as well as legacy knee mills, have a machine table 
to which fixtures are mounted. An exception to this claim is seen in advanced systems, which 
employ palletized work holding, discussed later. The machine table is a hardened steel slab with 
at least three standard t-slots cut through longitudinal or x-axis. Fixtures are mounted to the table 
with standard bolts threaded through t-nuts captured in the slots (Figure 36a). For example to 
mount a standard machinist’s vice to the work table, an human operator must slide a total of four 
t-nuts into the ends of two slots and fasten the fixture with a torque wrench. This requires the 
operator to halt all tool motion and physically reach into the machine tool enclosure. This is a 
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time consuming process and can be potentially dangerous to the operator. A proposal for 
automated fixture changeover follows. 
7.2.1 Y-Axis T-Slots Assist Automation 
Perhaps the most important recent advancement in machine table design is the addition of 
transverse t-slots (Figure 36b). The result is a grid-like pattern of usable slots in both the x- and 
y-directions. The Haas machine tool company offers this table option (with dowel-pin locating 
holes) as part number XTS-2 for their VM-6 vertical machining center. Research seems to show 
that this feature is highly underutilized with respect to system automation. A consequence of the 
(older) x-axis-only slots was the need for careful planning of fixture placement. If using multiple 
fixtures on these tables concurrently, the fixtures at the center were more difficult to remove or 
reposition if others were installed to either side. Rather than reaching to the end of the x-axis, the 
(newer) y-axis slots now allow fixtures to be installed more naturally by sliding them in from the 
front of the machine tool. By inserting captive t-nuts into y-axis t-slots “front to back,” fixtures 
can be positioned by an industrial arm-style robot. This innovative concept could revolutionize 
the changeover process and drive down setup costs in manufacturing systems. 
 
(a)    (b) 
Figure 36. T-Nut and Crossing T-Slots in a Machine Table. 
\7.3 Fixture Library Innovation 
For the moment, let us model our machining cell with only three elements: a vertical 
machining center, and industrial arm-style robot, and a special shelving unit placed in direct 
proximity. This shelving system deserves special consideration since it has not yet been 
discussed or implemented. Its purpose is to store a “library” of existing machining fixtures for 
future use. Here we introduce the convention of the machine tool placement “in front” of the 
attending robot and the fixture library installed “behind” it. These shelves should be divided into 
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compartments such that each holds a separate fixture and all sections are within convenient reach 
of the robotic arm. Since industrial robots with multiple degrees of freedom have well-defined 
work envelopes, the largest storage systems would concavely wrap around a portion of the cell. 
  
(a)     (b) 
Figure 37. Robot Work Envelopes [4]. 
 
Standard and modular fixtures are pictured below in Figure 38a and 38b. 
 
 
(a)     (b) 
Figure 38. Examples of Fixtures for Different Parts [48]. 
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7.3.1 Fixture Library Layout 
Compartments within the fixture storage array should be assigned identifiers such as 
lettered columns and numbered rows. Oversize fixtures require special attention. Tables 12 and 
13 are examples of the layout for a fixture-shelving unit. 
 
Table 12. Example Fixture Library Layout 
 
Fixture Library - Example 1 
All "Small" Fixtures 
A1 A2 A3 
B1 B2 B3 
C1 C2 C3 
D1 D2 D3 
E1 E2 E3 
 
Table 13. Example Fixture Library Layout 
 
Fixture Library - Example 2 
"Mixed" Fixture Sizes 
A1 A2 
B1 B2 
C1 C2 C3 C4 
D1 D2 D3 
E1 E2 E3 
 
The Haas Pallet Pool system puts six pallets at the disposal of a horizontal spindle. Each 
pallet can be outfitted with large fixtures that are accommodating to multiple work pieces. In this 
case pallets can be incrementally indexed ninety degrees. 
In addition to arranging fixtures in proximity to the attending robot, such a system 
requires a standard way for the robot to identify and grasp the fixture. An identification system 
such as RFID tags should be used with a reader mounted on the robotic actuator. “To define it, 
RFID is like a wireless barcode that identifies unique items using radio waves. A reader 
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communicates with a tag, which holds a digital identification number (or serial number) in a 
microchip. An RFID system consists of the reader and transponders,” or tags. “An RFID tag 
carries product ID, product size, history, current status, instructions and location information. 
RFID uses radio waves at a specific frequency to indentify individual items at a specific 
location” [20].  It is interesting to note that most RFID tags are passively rewritable. The reader 
uses one radio frequency to read information from the tag. To change the information on the tag 
a different frequency is emitted by the reader/writer. When the chip is exposed to this frequency 
it can be rewritten without the use of active power on the tag. In addition to our immediate 
fixture concerns, RFID is an incredible tool for supply chain management of in-process 
manufactured goods. A small chip can be added directly to the product early in production, in a 
kanban, or even in the final packaging. From there, its exact location and status can be tracked in 
real time every time the tag passes a scanner. 
Lean manufacturing principles have shown that there is much money to be saved by 
continuous improvement and optimization. Some highly automated manufacturing systems used 
palletized systems to move work through a manufacturing cell or line. 
• Fixed volume manufacturing to level schedules 
• Narrow product families on dedicated paths or cells 
• Defined takt time (with adjustments) 
• Work standards defined for each employee 
• Small runs 
• Rapid changeovers 
• Multi-application work instruction 
• Preset material resupply 
• Time dedicated to improvement daily 
Benchmarking for the purposes of concept design evaluation should consist of simple and 
inexpensive experiments and assessment to assist in formulating requirements and specifications 
for the product development effort. Data have been collected as outlined in this document.  
7.4 Recommendations for Additional Measurements 
A strain gauge facilitates taking measurements by producing an electrical output 
proportional to the applied strain.  This allows for continuous and automatic readings, which can 
be compiled electronically, rendering imprecise and time-consuming manual measurements 
unnecessary. A strain gauge could be used to measure strain caused by vibration in a thin work 
piece. A LabVIEW virtual instrument (VI) can take readings from the gauge and calculate strain 
from the data (Figure 39). The relationship between the transducer’s output and pressure can be 
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calculated using linear regression of outputs given known strain. Using the least square method, 
a linear regression for the strain against the relative voltage of the transducer (output voltage 
divided by excitation voltage) of each can be found. For each set of data, the resulting regression 
yields correlation coefficients greater than .99, indicating that the relationship is almost perfectly 
linear. 
 
Figure 39. An Example LabView VI for Measuring Vibration. 
7.4.1 Methods: Esprit CAM Package 
Steps to perform before machining the part: “Import CAD model or create geometry, 
change defaults in machine setup page, create tools, create features or run AFR (Automatic 
Feature Recognition), create operations, watch simulation of tool path, create NC code using post 
processor” [44]. In industry, a manufacturer may receive technical drawings or models from the 
designer. It is important to export the part file from Pro/Engineer as a Parasolid file type to 
ensure proper compatibility with Esprit. If reverse engineering or working from sketches, it may 
be necessary for the manufacturer to recreate the part geometry in the CAD software. The solid 
model can then be imported into Esprit. The first step when working with a part file in Esprit is 
to define the machine tool on which the part will be created. This is accomplished by changing 
the defaults in the machine setup page. In this dialog, the machine tool type (Haas mini-mill), 
turret type, number of tools available as well as some machine limit parameters are defined. 
Combined with using the correct g-code post-processor, this step ensures that the final part will 
be created correctly according to the methods available from the specified machine tool. If the 
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same part were to be created on different machine tool setups, the machine setup page would 
theoretically be the only place to make changes. It is here that stock size parameters can be 
given. 
Second, tools need to be defined in the project manager. This part required a facing, 
milling, and drilling tools. A face mill with prescribed diameter was created, followed by an end 
mill and two drills with defined diameters. For simulation it is important to define the proper tool 
holder type for each cutting tool. The tool lengths do not need to be defined at this time because 
they will be measured with the machine tool probe and tool offsets later. 
The third step performed in CAM software is to define the part features to be created. If 
the part was well modeled in CAD, this could be handled at least in part by the software’s 
automatic feature recognition. Manually, the top face was selected and defined as the first 
feature. The chain tool can be used to manually select paths and points, which are included in a 
single feature. The outer diameter of the contour feature was defined followed by the inner 
profile edge for the pocket. Since the holes were defined as a group in Pro/Engineer, Esprit can 
automatically call a set of holes with the same diameter (and regular placement) as a single 
feature. 
Next operations are created in the project manager to bind tools to features. It is here that 
tool path motion is defined. The software is able to calculate appropriate feed and speed rates for 
the tools. Tool cut overlap, and pattern can also be selected. For example the outer contour can 
be milled in a stepwise fashion or in a helical cut. Rapid and lead-in and –out motions are also 
defined in the operation. This stage is where part machine time and efficiency can be improved 
by limiting wasted machine time and unnecessary movements. 
Finally Esprit allows one to produce an animated tool cycle simulation. Upon review, a 
manufacturer can see if all cuts are possible and check for important safety concerns such as 
ensuring the spindle does not crash into the part or fixturing. Drag cuts are highlighted in red. 
When satisfied by the simulated part process, a code post-processor is used to create g-code to 
create the part. It is important to ensure the correct processor is used for the correct machine on 
which the part will be made. At this point the work with the CAM software is complete and we 
can go machine the part. 
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Figure 40. NC Software Workflow. 
 
Steps to perform before machining the part include “Load part in fixture, load NC code 
(program) into controller via … network drive, set work coordinate system using Renishaw 
probe system, set tool offsets using Renishaw probe system, watch simulation of tool path, set 
coolant nozzle levels, run program” [44]. It can also be a good idea to do a dry run of the code 
with no stock in the machine. This is sometimes called “milling air” and can further ensure that 
no tools crash into the fixture. As more control is given from operators to software systems, these 
steps should be taken to ensure correctly predicted processes (Figure 40). 
The newly created g-code program is loaded into the machine’s memory ensuring the 
correct tool and work offset systems are used. The probe system is used to set tool offsets. First 
each tool is jogged near the probe and second the machine takes over moving the tool even 
closer very slowly until the tool touches the probe. The new value for the tool lengths and 
diameters are placed in the work coordinate system. In the machine graphical display, a 
simulation can be viewed which shows tool paths and material removed from the part. After 
aiming coolant nozzles at the tools, the program can be run. Again as a safety check, it is 
important to run the first part cycle at 5% rapid to further prevent against accidental crashes with 
fixturing. Since vices, standoffs, and jigs cannot be entered into the CNC/G code automatically, 
this should always be a real concern. 
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7.5 General Numerical Control Considerations 
As mentioned, the cutting patterns of several operations in this part are inefficient. The 
inner pocketing and outside contouring operation both cut in a stepwise fashion. This means they 
cut vertically to the step depth then go around the profile, step down again and repeat. One 
option in CNC coding is to allow the profile cuts to be performed in a spiral or helical manner. In 
this way the cutter cuts a profile ramp and finishes the bottom with a flat final cut. Depending on 
certain parameters including final depth of cut and tools used, both the facing operation and 
outside contouring operation could possibly be completed with the same tool. A carbide insert 
mill which both faces and mills could be used. 
Programs should always start drilling a hole by using a center drill. These short snub drills 
start a hole in a location by spotting the surface of the part. The drill is then brought into place 
and since the center drill tip cutting angle corresponds with that of the drill, the drill starts cutting 
immediately in position. This is important for a number of reasons, especially with the perfectly 
flat surface created by the facing operation. If starting a drill, it has the possibility of “walking” 
across the surface of the part before beginning its cut and creating a first chip. This slight 
misalignment causes three problems. First, the center location of the hole may not be within 
location tolerance. Second, since the drill bends slightly, the rest of the hole is likewise skewed 
and may be out of cylindricity tolerance. Third, the uneven bend and angle increases tool wear 
on the drill. The problem with using the center drill first is that it increases part production time 
because it requires an additional tool change. The tolerance and cost of the part should be 
considered along with tool life. Also to maintain tolerance and reduce tool wear for drilled holes, 
drills should be put in collets. By eliminating the added length of the drill chuck, the tool and 
part are closer to the trueness of the spindle, producing a tighter tolerance. 
 One of the most common features in many machined parts is threading. CNC milling 
machines and drill centers can be used to efficiently drill and tap holes in parts. Since improperly 
tapping a hole manually after part creation can destroy the tolerance or validity of the part, it can 
be recommended that tapping should be done under computer control. Also milling machine 
tools have the ability to create complex boring profiles including inside and outside threads using 
boring bars and threading bores. 
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7.5.1 Multi-Axis Considerations 
 Four-axis milling is a special type of manufacturing that extends milling to create 
special feature geometries. A fourth ‘A’ axis is parallel to the X-axis. More complex 
control setups can be created with a B or C axis parallel to the Y or Z-axes, respectively. 
Our ‘A’ axis was a rotary chuck fixed to the machine table. As multi-axis machining is 
very difficult to visualize, using a CAM package to generate NC code is necessary. This 
combination allows complex features and geometries to be created including outside 
feature contours and axially mirrored pockets. 
As mentioned, multi-axis milling can be particularly difficult to visualize since tools, 
fixtures, stock, and machine elements may move to unexpected positions during the part cycle. 
All of these elements can be modeled beforehand and imported into an Esprit template file. It is 
useful to combine machine tool elements and fixtures into a solid model in order to visualize 
where each would be during machining. One can imagine that the addition of more axes would 
increase telemetry complexity so this initial solid modeling is very useful. It is important to be 
sure the spindle retracts for clearance before the part is rotated in the A axis. 
7.5.2 Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) and Their Use 
A demonstration was performed to produce the final part g-code using the Haas post-
processors in Espirit. The final part was machined exactly as defined by the original part model. 
As outlined by Chung we can “gain an understanding of the internal components of a PLC (CPU, 
memory areas, input/output circuits), gain an understanding of how a PLC operates (i.e. its 
scanning operations), gain an understanding of PLC response times, concerns associated with 
response times, and how these concerns can be overcome, understand the advantages of PLCs 
over the traditional sequential relay systems used for machine control that they replace, gain 
experience in programming a PLC using ladder logic programming and understand the basic 
PLC program instructions, understand how PLCs are used in industry, gain experience of 
programming a PLC for use in an industrial control application, become familiar with sensor 
measurements used as part of a PLC setup e.g. force measurements being taken and subsequently 
used as inputs to the PLC” (Chung). 
 “A programmable logic controller, PLC, or programmable controller is a small computer 
used for automation of real-world processes, such as control of machinery on factory assembly 
lines. The PLC usually uses a microprocessor. The program can often control complex 
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sequencing and is written by skilled engineers. The program is stored in battery-backed memory 
and/or EEPROMs. The main difference from other computers is the special input/output 
arrangements. These connect the PLC to sensors and actuators. PLCs read limit switches, dual-
level devices, temperature indicators and the positions of complex positioning systems. Some 
even use machine vision. On the actuator side, PLCs drive any kind of electric motor, pneumatic 
or hydraulic cylinders or diaphragms, magnetic relays or solenoids. The input/output 
arrangements may be built into a simple PLC, or the PLC may have external I/O modules 
attached to a proprietary computer network that plugs into the PLC” [35]. 
 
Figure 41. Three Types of PLC Equipment. 
 
 PLCs are programmed using ladder logic code. Commands are given in “rungs” and 
connected by “rails.” Each command has both inputs and outputs. To illustrate, the first line of 
our code (0000) turns the green light on if the cycle start buttons is pressed and the stop button is 
not pressed. A loop was then added inline, which checks to see if the green light is on. It can be 
said literally that when the green light is on, the green light will stay on. Further lines of code 
check inputs and produce outputs based on address state. When complete, the code can be 
downloaded to the PLC. The ladder logic code generated was used to control a pick and place 
cycle on a test robot (Figure 70). It should be noted that the final line of any PLC ladder logic 
code program must finish with an “end” line. Though it is possible to end the program in other 
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places using ‘and’, ‘or’, or ‘if’ logic gates, the PLC will break to the final line of code if an 
unforeseen error occurs; this line must be an ‘end’ comment. 
 
Figure 42. Simple Ladder Logic Program for Attendant Robot. 
 
As mentioned, PLC units replace conventional relays for an important reason. High 
power relays can pose a safety problem in industrial settings. By managing power inputs and 
output with the controller, sensors such as limit switches are not placed inline with motors, for 
example. This becomes more apparent when concerned with more expensive components such 
as rotary encoders. Placing an encoder inline with a motor can be dangerous but by polling the 
sensor via the PLC, power management to the motor can be safely controlled. 
7.6 Cycle-Related Considerations 
 For efficient robot cycles, code should include timers, counters, rich sensor input, and 
smart monitoring. A timer could be inserted into the code, which would dwell the arm at the top 
of the cycle in order for the ball to clear the tool path. The timer could be set up to ensure that the 
actuator and sensors would be in the home position before the ball returned home to ensure 
efficient cycle times. A counter could also be placed in a variety of positions I in the ladder code 
to regulate the number of cycles completed or perform additional operations based on this 
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information. For example in a production environment, a counter may be used when a 
mechanism must bundle parts into lots. It may repeat a loading cycle 12 times to fill a box and 
then initiate another set of commands to move the box down the production line and put a new 
empty box in place for loading. As an alternative, LabView could be used to create a virtual 
instrument for other custom analysis. Each of these modifications of course presents a trade off 
in the form of an economic cost increase.  
 
Figure 43. A Palletized Hexapod Machining Center. 
 
“The eventual goal for high-velocity machining is 100,000 rpm with a corresponding 
increase in feed rates. However, this will require more advanced spindle and bearing designs, 
new spindle cooling techniques, and cutting tools and tool holders that will not fly apart … at 
high spindle speeds. Another potential problem is finding a method for removing the tremendous 
amount of metal chips produced” [48]. 
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Chapter 8. Conclusion 
This research could be expanded to meet the needs of any manufacturing firm. This 
project undertakes to develop a model for on-demand machined parts with special considerations 
for implantable medical devices. These devices include electromechanical replacement organs, 
artificial prostheses, artificial pace makers, drains and valves, and medication delivery systems. 
For plastic-injected parts, secondary machining operations are also performed including hole 
drilling and deburring. Today, many of these components are produced in specialized 
manufacturing facilities with stringent specifications. 
"In the United States, about 200,000 pacemakers are implanted each year. In addition, 
approximately 175,000 pacemakers are replaced, removed or repaired each year. Based on data 
from the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH), the current average cost of a pacemaker in the 
United States is more than $10,000. Many studies confirm that implanting a pacemaker is a cost-
effective and safe way to treat certain heart problems" [1]. 
If a medical doctor needed to diagnose an implant for a patient, he likely wishes to have 
the device in-hand and ready for surgery as soon as possible. Ideally he could request a particular 
item and have it within 24 hours. This rapid need may occur in the case of an artificial hip 
implant. If a motorcyclist has an accident, which causes him to break his hip, a made-to-fit 
prosthesis could be ready for grafting in a matter of hours. To do this the diagnosing medical 
professional need only to make assessments and anatomical measurements, as he or she would 
normally recommend implanted devices for treatments. 
8.1 Rationale for On-Demand Medical Manufacturing 
In today's technological society, medical professionals have expertise that should be used 
to the greatest extent. They should not be involved with implant ordering, accounts payable, 
scheduling, etc. They need only press a few buttons armed with the knowledge they are familiar 
with from their daily work. A note asks one to consider the point of view of the patient receiving 
the implantable device. Ideally every implant should be as unobtrusive to the body as possible; 
usually smaller is better. A problem of economics exists however in that not all implants are 
ideally sized for their requirement. 
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Medical facilities should use open or standards-compatible software and hardware for all 
administrative and logistics tasks. It should also make default and automatic choices when set to 
do so. Experience says that mechanical engineers often neglect to design for machining. 
Communications have to be sent back and forth between the client and the manufacturer, which 
adds to lost time. Instead of necessitating these discourses the system can adapt to act on past 
responses from client. 
As close as the emergency room floor or the doctor's office, they could order the implant 
device as soon as the decision is made. Choices and measurements from the assessment actions 
are input via easy to use software tools. The importance of parametric customization will be 
discussed later in detail. Once he gives the order onscreen, behind the scenes the computer 
transmits a digital part order to a medical manufacturing facility. The production of the implant 
is transparent to the hospital because patients deserve to be in surgery as soon as possible. The 
digital order contains patient-specific features and geometries for making an implant. An 
automated workflow machines the product in a rapid and flexible manufacturing environment. 
This is the topic of discussion of the remainder of this document. The only bottleneck to getting 
the implant in the patient is the transportation from the manufacturing facility to the hospital. The 
ideal extension combines these to offer in-house possibilities for specialist-type hospitals. 
A consideration is lent to the medical side from the point of view of the patient receiving 
the implantable device. Traditionally due to their cost to manufacture many implantable device 
types are produced in semi-standardized sizes. By making stepped sizes of a product, the 
manufacturer can easily make a batch of a component and move along to the next size afterward. 
It can be said that for minimal anatomical intrusion, implants should each be sized exactly to 
their unique dimensions. To best suit the needs of the patient, each device should be custom 
made to mate geometrically with the individual. 
8.2 An Example Production Model 
Allow us to begin by generating a simple idealized model based on a set of given 
assumptions. Later we will adjust each assumption and variable to examine other possibilities. 
   1. Assume a closed time frame of 100 days. 
   2. Assume 1 manufacturing facility has 1 location. 
   3. Assume 1 client company has 100 locations. 
   4. Assume the client company requires 100,000 total units per time frame. 
   5. Assume each client location requires 1,000 units per time frame. 
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   6. Assume each client location uses 10 units per day. 
   7. Assume it costs $1 to ship 1 unit.  
All client requirements are met as long as there are 10 units on hand at each location 
when it opens for business in the morning. This can be achieved in one of two ways. The first 
method features a single centralized warehouse for the entire company. At time zero the 
warehouse has been filled with 100,000 total units. This warehouse is responsible for shipping 
the required 10 units daily to each of its 100 locations. This method incurs a $1,000 shipping fee 
every day for a $100,000 total cost in 100 days. The second option is to have each client location 
draw from a small local inventory. By removing the need for a central warehouse, each client 
location has 1,000 units on hand (at time zero). If all 100 of the local client inventories are 
stocked initially, the company incurs a one-time shipping cost of $100,000. 
Obviously this model has much room for improvement. In keeping with the assumed time 
frame, ideal distribution would allow all 100 locations to run out of stock at exactly the same 
time. Of course time is a continuum so the 100-day frame should be expanded to the product life 
cycle. In so doing only the scale of the example is changed. 
All products are subject to supply and demand dynamics. The assumptions state that each 
client location has exactly the same demand incurred on it from customers. This is rarely true in 
reality. If a client location is geographically or otherwise situated such that its daily or overall 
demand for units is greater, the first method fails. Since the location only receives 10 units per 
day from the distribution center, no extra units are on hand in local stock. If customers want 
more than ten on a particular day, they cannot get them from that location. 
The second method keeps additional local stock to help smooth customer demand 
irregularity. The assumption only holds up in the special case where each client location uses all 
1,000 units in one time frame. If a particular location experiences a total demand of more than 
1,000 units it will run out of stock before the end of the time interval and the model will fail. 
Likewise if the location has a surplus at the end of 100 days. To compensate that location may 
contact another location that has excess supply (due to less demand) and initiate a location-to-
location transfer of stock units. This method can help keep the correct supply at each location by 
distributing units dynamically. Each unit transfer incurs another $1 shipping fee however. 
Ideal modification of the model would suggest that each location should have both a 
certain number of units on hand in local stock and receive additional units daily. The size of both 
the local stock and daily shipments should be calculated to keep up with the expected demand-
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time function of each location. Locations that have overall greater throughput will have larger 
inventories and a similarly scaled number of units shipped to them per day. Many real businesses 
use a stock management model combining both on hand inventory and recurring delivery. 
There are other benefits to keeping stock. Products are most often made in large batches 
to meet client orders or expected demand. This is best for manufacturing facilities because 
retooling and equipment setup is only done at the outset for an order. Once operational, a 
manufacturing process can be run repeatedly with little human intervention. The large quantities 
of units are then shipped to the client and stored until used or redistributed. 
With all products, there is a cost involved in keeping an inventory. Costs begin by adding 
the shipping expenses first from the manufacturing facility to a distribution depot, second to the 
client company's central warehouse, third to each client location, and then possibly between 
client locations. The cost of building and maintaining these interim facilities trickles down to the 
cost of keeping stock in them. This also includes fixtures, keeping the lights and heat on, and 
paying warehouse employees. Economic fluctuations cause items to depreciate in value over 
time especially if the product is replaced with an improved version. Any location where a 
product is held "on the shelf" for some period of time without use adds to the cost of keeping the 
stock on hand. 
Returning to our model, trade-offs can be made at the manufacturing facility. Since the 
client will not need all 100,000 units immediately, a smaller batch could be produced and sent to 
the client warehouse. Then the manufacturing facility could spend time making another small 
batch of another product for another client. When appropriate, it could then switch back to the 
original product. Large costs and lead times for switching between production runs have 
historically been the main reason for not using this approach. If a manufacturer can nimbly 
change product output for small runs they can expand their client base and maximize revenue. 
In the example the smallest batch the facility could produce daily to meet client 
expectancy would be 1,000 units. If the client need was reduced to 1 total needed daily, the 
manufacturer would easily make the 100 total needed by the client (for 100 days) in one batch. 
Now if the client need time frame were changed to 100 months instead of 100 days additional 
trade-offs arise. The batch could still be made all at once. The client would then incur the cost of 
keeping the stock since a month would pass between trips to the warehouse shelf. Alternatively, 
the manufacturing facility could produce one unit per month, in keeping with the client's 
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demands. Now the cost of keeping inventory is eliminated but the setup cost from the 
manufacturer reoccurs for each unit. 
8.3 Layered Model for Quality Production 
In all cases the quality of the machined product is of paramount importance. To achieve 
this manufacturers should provide the highest quality customer service in all areas. The first 
layer of efficient workflow appears at any point where end users are in direct acquisition or use 
of the products. A medical professional diagnosing and sizing a patient for an implantable device 
is probably the first point of contact. Manufacturing facilities should strive to make the ordering 
of their product as clearly and easily as possible. If the doctor chooses to order by phone, the 
manufacturer should have on-site customer service representatives who are fluent in his or her 
terms. 
Likewise if he or she chooses to hand off a few numbers to an assistant to input into an 
ordering system, the process should be intuitive and require little to no training. In the 
examination room the doctor can take the patient's measurements while inputting them into form 
fields and answering clear questions on a nearby computer. If electronic instrumentation is used, 
it should automatically send measurement data to the terminal. Where possible the information 
gathering methods should also be as intuitive as possible. 
8.3.1 Communication Standards 
Logging and reporting are easiest if the machine controller uses open communications 
standards. This is best achieved by having built-in or embedded HTTP, FTP, and SCP servers. 
Application programming interfaces (APIs) provide a low-level communication interface 
between software systems.  
• Autonomous operation 
• Real time response 
• Sensors 
• Network access methods 
• Compliant data structure (Dwyer) 
Companies that use closed-format or subscription based proprietary communication modes 
should be encouraged both their clients and vendors. The onboard computer systems should be 
user friendly for developers, administrators and operators. All levels of support documentation 
should be clear from the manufacturer. Of course it is best to use open standards sanctioned 
software. 
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8.3.2 Benefits of Using a Web Application  
• Cross platform, no installation, control of backend from central location 
• Subscription service model 
• The person who needs part (customer) can be oblivious to the manufacturing procedure 
• Library of available parts 
• User-adjustable parameters 
Web Application Features 
• Should show on-hand stock 
• Virtual ordering 
• Shows map w/ available manufacturing facilities 
• Binds mashups of UPS, FedEx, DHL, USPS shipping account information 
• Very accurate lead time estimation 
• Allows manufacturing facility choice or automatic selection 
• Pretends you send the job now, calculates lead time 
• Automatic stock ordering 
• Process file, send to facility 
• Job queue server 
• Web application exchanges data with the scheduling server 
8.4 Integrated On-Demand Machining Features 
• Automatic stock feed, finished part feed 
• Feeds finished parts to shipping staging 
• Templatized fixturing 
• Automatic part cycling 
• Automatic measurement of finished parts - inline and finished (also raw stock detection) 
• Tooling library for entire stop floor (compatible machines: taper size etc) 
• Machine tools have their individual tool magazines in a database: shows location, 
calibration date, wear expectancy, machining hours, automatic reorder. 
• Automatic tool replacement 
• Seamless tooling 
• Machining cell optimization 
• Interconnected network of machining facilities 
• Queues based on facility availability & machine tool capacity at each location 
• Stock dispatch 
• CAM embedded into machine tools 
• Computerized selection of tools, speeds, feeds based on known part parameters like 
material, desired finish, etc. 
• Machine maintenance schedule 
 
8.5  On-Demand Manufacturing Closing Remarks 
Under an on demand machining model a client could place a blanket order for a 
component with the manufacturer. Blanket orders usually have a required quantity and expected 
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time frame but irregular need for the product. The client may need 5 units one month, 50 the 
second, none for two months, 500 in the fifth month, etc. The nature of the product and the 
scheduling demands from other clients on the manufacturing facility may dictate that making the 
blanket order all at once is not lucrative. In this case an on-demand manufacturing model can be 
used. The hallmark of on demand manufacturing is the ability to rapidly and inexpensively 
change production processes. In so doing the manufacturing facility can meet the irregular 
demands of many clients any many different products with ease (example shown in Figure 44). 
 
 
Figure 44. A Highly Flexible Machining Cell. 
 
A medical facility is an example of a client that may buy implantable devices from 
manufacturers in blanket orders on an annual basis. In addition to irregular time and demand 
needs, they also need individually customized parts. Any unique part would have to be cycled 
only once. Geometric, materials, and time critical needs make these types of orders very 
demanding on the biomedical machining sector. Suggestions for a streamlined agile production 
use a layered management with reliability throughout. 
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Appendices 
Any material which is not essential to an understanding of the material and which would 
interrupt the flow of the presentation should be relegated to an appendix. 
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Appendix 1 – Setting the Part Origin in GibbsCAM 
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After downloading the part file, open the file by going to File > Open. Be certain to select 
the correct file extension (*.PRT). Make sure to check “solidify” under the Solid File Open 
Options, and then OK. 
 
Figure 45. GibbsCAM Menus 
 
When the part first opens it may not be oriented correctly. Use the middle mouse button 
to rotate the part; hold down Ctrl and the left mouse button to move the part around; rotate the 
middle mouse wheel to zoom in or out. If you notice the X and Y axis on the part, it’s currently 
floating in the middle of the part. We need to move this to the periphery of the part surface for 
this program. To select the part you first need to make sure the Face Selection button is not 
selected. This is the button with the cube and an arrow on one side. 
After making sure the button is not selected click on the part. The entire part should now 
be yellow; if only one face/side of the part turns yellow the Face Selection button is still selected. 
With the part highlighted we now need to change the coordinate systems. First select both of the 
coordinate systems button and CS Pallet button from the menu in the upper right-hand corner of 
the screen, in red. With these buttons selected we need to create a new coordinate system to 
rotate the part about. From the coordinate systems menu select New CS. You should now see 
“User CS” in the menu. 
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Figure 46. GibbsCAM Coordinate System Dialogs 
 
Next we need to select which axis we want to rotate the part about. In this case we want 
to rotate the part about the X axis – therefore we need to select the YZ plane from the CS Pallet. 
We now need to rotate the part; to do this go to Modify > 2D Rotate. 
Since we are cutting the bottom of the part we need to rotate the part clockwise (CW) by 
an angle of 90 degrees. Make these changes on the 2D Rotate menu and select Do It. Your part 
should rotate about the axis but is not yet correctly oriented. We still need to set the origin to the 
top of the surface we’re cutting. Select the XY Plane under the Coordinate Systems (CS) menu 
and close all three windows. Select Modify > Translate. 
We do not need to know the exact distance to move the origin. Instead, select the text box 
for the Z axis then hold down [Alt] and select the surface on which we want to have the origin 
reference. In the text box you should see it read 0.5 (inches). While this is the distance the origin 
needs to move, we need to move it in the negative direction. Change the value to -0.5 and select 
Do It. The faint box around the part represents the size of the stock we will cut. To change this to 
fit the part select View > Shrink Wrap. To orient the part so it’s easier to see select View > 
Isometric.  
Before we can program the tools and tool paths we need to make sure the clearance plane 
is set correctly. This tells the machine to make sure the tool clears the surface of the part. Select 
the Documents button from the menu in the upper right-hand corner of the screen. When the 
windows open make sure the Z Clearance Plane is set to a number greater than 0. Special care 
should be taken here to prevent a tool crash. Since origin of the part is on the top surface we just 
need to make sure the tool clears the part, so 0.1 will be sufficient. 
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Figure 47. GibbsCAM Tools 
When this is complete close all the open windows and save your part. We are now ready to 
create the tools and tool paths. 
GibbsCAM – Setting Tools 
Before it is possible to create tool paths, it’s necessary to tell GibbsCAM what tool(s) you 
will be using. Tools can be added at any point, however if you know what tools you will be using 
it is best to set them before creating any tool paths. To open the tool toolbar, click on the icon of 
a drill in the upper right hand corner of the screen. After selecting this icon the tool toolbar will 
appear on the left-hand side of the screen. Double-click in the box located to the right of the 
number 1 spot. 
The upper right-hand corner has icons for each type of tool you can select. Based on 
which icon you have selected different options and settings will appear. Typically you only need 
to worry about the following settings: 
• Tool diameter 
• Number of flutes 
• Tool ID # 
• Tool material 
The first tool created was a 3 inch face mill, with 3 carbide inserts. This will be tool number one. 
After creating the face mill, the following tools were created: 
Tool #2: End mill 
 Tool diameter = .750 
 Number of flutes = 4 
 Tool material = solid carbide 
Tool #3: Spot drill 
 Tool diameter = .125 
 Number of flutes = 2 
 Tool material = HSS (high speed steel) 
Tool #4: Drill 
 Tool diameter = .500 
 Number of flutes = 2 
 Tool material = HSS 
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Appendix 2 – Annotated Procedure for Experiment 1 
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1. Warm up machine tool 
 Turn the machine tool on and perform a power-on reset. Run the warm-up program from 
memory program list [PROG LIST]. This program zeroes all table bounds and runs the spindle at 
increasing speeds for about twenty minutes. It should always be run prior to running the spindle 
at high speeds. If the operator attempts to run a program while the spindle bearings are cold, the 
controller will prompt to run the warm-up program. This procedure ensures the machine tool’s 
best positional accuracy. 
 
2. Prepare vice 
Select a shallow vice and low parallels to maximize rigidity. Mount the vice to the table 
using t-slot nuts. Avoid machinist’s straps as they may compromise rigidity. Ensure all clean 
contact surfaces. Ensure squareness with probe if instructed. Install parallels and parallel keeper. 
Install vice stop (optional). 
 
3. Prepare tooling 
Place the tool holder in the tool holder vice. One notch on the tool holder is larger than 
the other. Rotate it until it fits tightly into the tool holder vice.  
 
Figure 48. Prepare Tooling 
 
Place the collet upright and press the nut firmly down until it snaps into place. The collet 
should spin freely when done.  
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Figure 49. Prepare Collet 
 
Set the tool length (depth) set screw in and install the tool in tool holder. Install the tool 
holder in the spindle. Insert the taper into the spindle and press [TOOL RELEASE] while 
ensuring the drive lugs engage the tool holder. Probe the tool length and diameter and enter them 
into work-offset system G54. Aim coolant nozzles at tool. Close the doors and press [COOLNT] 
to check coolant stream. Adjust as necessary. 
 
4. Probe tools 
Enter MDI mode and press [F1] to bring up menus. Go to visual quick code, then tool 
settings. The auto length selection was made. The cutter diameter was not probed and cutter 
compensation was not used because the tool was brand new. 
 
5. Install fixture 
 Place the fixture in the vice and clamp firmly. Ensure squareness with machinist’s mallet 
or otherwise tram in, if instructed. Probe the Z-zero from the top of the fixture. 
 
6. Clamp part 
 Ensure all part and fixture surfaces are clean. Install clamping bolts using torque wrench 
set to 40 lb/ft. Remember to reset torque wrench to zero after clamping down each part. 
 
7. Probe part 
 Using Renishaw as per Haas VF2 User Guide. Again go to visual quick code and use 
spindle probe 1-9. Choose the appropriate settings to set the part origin at the corner. 
 
8. Load NC program 
 With the NC code on a floppy disk in the machine controller, press [EDIT] then [F1] to 
bring up menus. [LEFT] to I/O menu item. [DOWN] to disk access. This will show a list of 
programs on the disk. If the program list is of the C:\ drive or MEM, then press [LIST PRGMS] 
and go left to select the floppy as the active device (ask your instructor for help). Once at the disk 
file list, select the NC program and press [ENTER]. If the controller asks to overwrite programs, 
select yes [Y] or all [A]. If the file is overwriting an existing program number it is not yet active 
(instead, the last run sub-program will be). Press [LIST PRGMS] to see a list of active programs 
and sub-programs in memory. Arrow up to the main NC program and press [ENTER]. An 
asterisk should appear next to the program indicating it is in active working memory. 
9. Run simulation 
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 [MEM] [CURR CMDS] [GRAPH] [GRAPH] [CYCLE START] 
 Press [PAGE DOWN] to bring up live simulated G54 work coordinates. Ensure all 
operations reach the clearance plane (2.000 in). Once satisfied with the simulation, press [CURR 
CMDS] again to return to the active program. Press [RESET] to clear the simulated exit feed rate 
and any alarms. 
 
10. Machine part 
Press [FEED 5%] to check clearances on the first part cycle. Press [CYCLE START] to 
begin the machining program. Press [FEED HOLD] at any time if tooling and fixturing look as if 
they may interfere. Once satisfied, subsequent parts may be run at 50% or 100% feed to reduce 
cycle times. 
 When the program is completed, return the table to home [M28]. Before unclamping the 
part, remember to collect and label some chips for later analysis. Remove, clean, and inspect the 
part. Iterate for consecutive parts. 
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Appendix 3 - Kennametal HEC End Mill Specification and Application Data 
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Appendix 4 – Specifications for Haas VF-2 Vertical Machining Center 
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Appendix 5 – Data Sheet and Specifications for Haas MDC-500 Mill Drill 
Center 
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Appendix 6 – Data Sheet and Specifications for Haas VM-6 Vertical Machining 
Center 
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Appendix 7 – Material Data Sheet for Aluminum 6061-O1 
                                                
1 Matweb. Retrieved from http://www.matweb.com/search/DataSheet.aspx?MatID=9389. 
Accessed 04/24/2008. 
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Appendix 8 – Material Data Sheet for Aluminum 7075-O2 
                                                
2 Matweb. Retrieved from http://www.matweb.com/search/DataSheet.aspx?MatID=9594. 
Accessed 04/24/2008. 
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